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THE PEACE OF FULL SURRENDER.
O the peace of the full surrendered—
All my joy to do His will!
Mine to trust His faithful promise;
His the promise to fulfill.
O the glory and the rapture,
Thus to dwell with Christ the Lord;
New delight and wisdom gaining
From the study of His word.
Pleasure's songs no more entice me,
Nor the bugle notes of fame;
Sweet far the holy music
Of my dear Redeemer's name.
O the glory and the rapture—
Earthly burdens pass away!
Stormy winter turns to summer;
Lonely darknes into day.
Selected.
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Whereas, Gen, Con. of 1919, recomended an assesment equivalent to ten cent per member upon
the several districts of the Brotherhood; to defray the expenses of
the Gen. Exec- Board; and,
Whereas, some few districts
have not as yet responded; therefore, be it
Resolved, that such' delinquents
be and are hereby requested to
send in their quota at once in order
that the correct and full statement
of the Treasurer Amos Wolgemuth
can be completed in due time.
Sincerely yours,
Gen. Exec. Board.
H. K. Krieder, Secy,

Tc~.~«v.-~t
JrfratigsKtai m
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fellowship together. The morning r { s o n There I was met by my dear
prayer service was wonderfully SOn-in-law J. H. George, who also
owned and blessed of the Lord in c a m e to attend the funeral. Bro.
p o u r i n g out His Spirit up- j . R .being his brother-in-law. The
on us. Prase the Lord 1 From f u n e r a ] w a s a n occasion of deep
Dayton I was conveyed by Bro. s o r r o W ) Especially to dear sister
Isaac Engle to their home and from zook, w ho was very much heartthere to Pleasant Hill where Bro. broken. But He who said, "I will
J. R. Zook was holding forth the n o t l e a v e y o u comfortless" is able
word with power, little did we thnk t o c o m f o r t and take the place of
at that time that his life work i0Ved ones and to wipe the falling
would be cut so short and so soon t e a r a w a y > i visited a few days in
his voice be hushed in death, sure- JJJ^ a n d a t t h e e n d 0 f the week
ly the Lord's ways are not our s t a r t e d for Kansas, City, My son
ways. How different we would m -law acompanyied me that far.
plan sometimes if we were left to B r o N E Z o o k w a s also with us.
do the planing- But we know His T h e y w e n t o n a n ( j j remained in
way is best, and could we see the K a n ? a f e w d a y s v i s iting my son
end from the beginning as He sees a n d family, a nd on the 18th. of
***
~
it we would not have it otherwise. D e c . r e turned home where loving
MARY ZOOKS LETTER
while I was in Pleasant Hill T a r m s a n d hearts were awaiting me.
PART _n.
I was royally entertained in the x s u r e ] y f e i t I i k e praising the Lord
,m v ,^ ^
* i.u T J • h o m e o f B r o - Walter Reighard and f o r H i s l o v i n g c a r e over me in makBehold the eyes of the Lord is h i s w i d o wed sister and mother, and i n g s u c h a n e x t e nded trip. So
upon them that fear Him, upon o t h e r g o f t h e D e a r S a i n t s t h e r e . t h a n k f u l > t
for t h e kindnegg and
them that hope in His mercy- W e a l g 0 e n j o y e d a p r e c i o u s L o v e . l o y m g ^
^
w&g m a n i f e g t e d
Fsa. 33; 18.
• ^ f e a g t s e a s o n together. From there b y a ] 1 t h e d e a r Saints. I am glad
I will now _ resume my writing i w e n t back to Dayton and from a n d thankful that I am safe at
and give a brief outline of my trip there to Indianapolis to visit my n 0 me in my warm cozy room. I
as I have before stated. I left Bro. whom I had not seen for d o n > t expect to go away very much
Harrisburg. on the evening of the forty-five years. We were very i n t he cold weather, so will be glad
10th. of Oct. and arrived in Dayton g i a d to see each other. But on ac- i f there are those that feel like
the next Monday at 7 A. M. and C0U nt of religious differences there w r iting to me I am sure I would
was met by our dear Bro. Boyer w a s n o fellowship on spiritual appreciate it.
and his daughter who took me to i m e s , He and his wife are practi- Yours with dearest Christian
the Dayton Mission, a place I have tioners in the Christian Science i 0 ve. As ever your unworthey
w
often read about, and was intrest- c u it, and of course we differ wide- sister,
fH
ed in their reports. How glad I \y i n our views. Ijthink the chrisRemember me in your prayers^
was to meet with the dear saints tion Science people are a woefully
- .
M
there and enjoy their blessed fel- deceived people.
My youngest Go odman Mo
lowship. It was indeed a season Bro. who lives in South Bend came
,,,
of refreshing to me spiritually, and to Indianapolis in his car and took
The civilized world has been
was glad also to note the success me to his home a distance of 165 stirred by the diaboliced plans of
of their labors, that they have not miles. I stood the trip fine. I beer an whisky interests, driven
been in vain in the Lord- Many spent a week in South Bend. My Mm our own land, to establish
testimonies were given to the sav- s o n J- I. Zook who lives in Chicago themselves in China, Japan, India
ing power of Jesus by those who came down to South Bend to ac- and Africa, there to undo in a short
were saved by coming in contact company me to his home. He time all that our missionaries
with the mission and receiving the brought me the word of Bro. J. have accomplished in a generation,
light, Surely God has blessed the R.' s death. Having a desire to at- Christian nations must find a way
labors of Bro. and Sr. Boyer and tend the funeral I had to cut my by which such plans may be
colaborers with them and it is well visit short in Chicago. I had fully thwart. These helpless and ignorworthy of the noble support given intended to spend a week or two in ant people must not be left as a
it. While in the mission we were the Chicago mission but instead I prey to such commrcial sharks,
blessed by having our Bro. J. H. only spent a few hours there. It What a shame that Christian lands
Eshleman from Sedgwick Kan. certainly was a disappointment shiuld be the source of such evils!
with us for a short time. He gave to me' as well as the dear work- Haw can lands in darkness look to
us some very significant pointers ers. The dear sisters, Anna and lands of light with respect when
on prophecy and we had blessed Sarah Bert, went with me to Mor- such things take place?—The
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comes to us because we have done violence to the relationship which have kept us active, alert, appreciative, sympathetic and on fire. Jonah positively refused when God called and that refusal was an act.
That act was sin. How many times have we refusINDIFFERENCE.
The cause of Christ has perhaps never had a ed to respond when God called? The call may have
been in the simplest way and to the simplest serworse enemy than just pure simple indifference.
vice
and had we cared we might have sent back to
There have been times when perseccution and opGod
love and sympathy and responded to His will,
position seemed to almost exterminate Christianity,
until
our very being would have thrbbed with
but contrary to all human expectation the slaying
energy,
activity and love divine.
of martyrs seemed to be only the sowing of seed
But you have failed to respond and there has come
which speedily brought forth numerous recruits to
into your life a listlesness; a don't careism; "A
fill the depleted ranks of the followers of Christ.
There is something in oppisition that puts energy spiritless attitude, whch makes us interested in
back of us and into us faster than the oposing forces nothing, due to a misuse of the soul."
Jonah went to Ninevah. He proclaimed God's
can take it out, but when we are called on to face
indifference and apathy we realize that we are try- message, but he failed to stay and pray for any of
ing to raise dead weights with nothing apparently the seekers. Souls were hungry for the knowledge
to stimulate action, save the fact that it must some- of God. Jonah wanted a place to pout.
In the whales belly he became willing to cary the
how be done. We remember reading once that there
were two things necessary for a woman to have as message. God would deliver him, but he failed to
she entered the usual Spring house cleaning task pray thru until he found the wellspring of God's
and that was a good stiff broom and lots of courage. eternal joy that rejoiced in the mercies of God and
There are two things necessary to the individual that tasted the sweetnss of the joy in haven. "OVER
would deliver himself or others from indifference
ONE SINNER THAT REPENTETH."
and they are First, A realization that indifference
is the greatest catastrophe that can befall any
Whatever Jonah had as a prophet of the Lord
church or individual and Second, An energy born matters little. What he needed does Petr's indifof the Holy Ghost, that will give God, himself or ference was spelled in these words "I go fishing."
I the church no rest until every antom of indifference His activity (after the eternal cure for indifference
has been absolutely removed and in its place has the Baptism of the Holy Spirit was given him) in
come such ceaseless, heaven born activity that in- these "It is not meet that we should leave the word
difference cannot even find a hiding place.
of God and serve tables."
It is not enough to once have known His activityPerhaps one of the greatest examples of indifferwe must know that He is active now in us, in the
ence in Bible times is Jonah.
He seems to have been absolutely indifferent as performance of God's will and pleasure.
to whether souls were lost or not. The vast muUitudes of Ninevah were to perish but what did he
care? The only desire he seems to have had was to
A CORRECTIOH.
get away from it. He betakes himself off to some
In the Sunday School Lesson scheduled for Feb.
spot where he might not see, and when aboard the 29, 1920- I Pet. 2-1-5,11,12-19-25; the comments
ship, he camly lays down to sleep and sleeps so on verses I and 2 are not ours.
soundly that even the wild rush of-the waves and
When reading the proof sheets of these lessons we
wind do not rouse him. Sleep he will. The marin- made several changes in the comments of this leser may call again and again to his fellow and they son as those offered did not to our mind convey the
laboring hard to save the ship finally toss overhoard the correct import of these scriptures- Why, these
the ships cargo, but what cares Jonah? Naught! failed to appear we are not able to say.
Naught!
We need to bear in mind that this epistle is writen
In fact it is not until the shipmaster rouses him primarily to believers and especially is the injuncwith a determined effort and says "What meanest tion in ver. 1, and 2, addresed to believers. Guilt
thou 0 sleeper" that Jonah cares enough to confess hypocrisies, malice, envy etc., are not acts of sin
his guilt and is willing to take God's way out that from which the believer has been pardoned but is
the lives of all on board may be saved.
a condition within the believer from which he needs
Jonah's indifference was not a state of coma in to to be cleansed. God is not only able to deliver from
which he had fallen. It was not some subtle spirit- the guilt of sin but the power of it- This is in keepual or mental apathy that had suddenly overcame ing with Pauls injuction in Romans 6:11-13;_ While
him. But the indifference and apathy were the di- it is true that the new born babe in Christ is not as a
rect results of his deliberate refusal to do God's will
That thing of indifference is a most real thing and
(Continued on page 20)
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A SUPPORTED MINISTRY.
BY A LAYMAN

One of the great questions receiving the attention of our Brotherhood today is that of the Supported Ministry. As we deem the
subject one of great" importance,
of public opinion within the church
as to the desirability of a plan
whereby our ministers may be
given full temporal support.
From the organization of the
Church until the present time, our
ministers have been expected to
support themselves and families
and at the same time to perform
their ministerial duties- Within the past few years the belief
has been growing within the
Brotherhood that this plan is unscriptural and contrary to God's
will for His Church. This feeling finally resulted in a decision by
General Conference convened at
Abilene Kansas in 1909, affirming
its belief in the doctrine of a Supported Ministry as scriptural and
right.
It is unfortunate that today, not
withstanding the action of General
Conference, there is in the Church
a great amount of misapprehension and prejudice concerning this
subject. We find it among the
ministers and laity alike. The
need for real Bible teaching on this
point was never more apparentThe Church rightly desires to
conform to Biblical teaching on all
lines for she knows that only then
will she be found in the center of
God's will, and having power with
God and man; only then can she
be an instrument in the hands of
the Holy Spirit for the salvation of
souls. Without a doubt the early
Church fathers were sincere in
their, belief and were following the
Light as they saw it on the subject of the support of ministers but
the fact remains that when new
light comes, when something bet-r
ter than the good is found, we must
accept it or fall. It is well to be
deliberate. It is well to be cautious. But we must walk in the
Light.
What is the generally—accepted

meaning of the term "Supported
Ministry"? It is a plan whereby
each minister is given full temporal support equal to, or only slightly above, his needs, in return for
his full time as pastor and teacher
or in any other capacity as the
church may direct This plan, in its
effect, is entirely different from
the "Salaried Ministry" as practiced by most other denominations
today. The objection to the "Salaried Ministry will be noted laterThere are several questions
which the honest and earnest seeker after truth will naturally ask,
concerning the subject of a supported Ministry."
Is it Scriptural?
Under the old dispensation, God
chose the males of the tribe of
Levi to be His ministers before the
tabernacle. Num. 18=12- It will be
noticed that He not only chose
them for this definite office, but
also to serve in that office exclusively. They were forbidden to
have any inheritance whatever among the people. Num. 18:20.
In other words, they were to own
neither flocks or herds, nor have
any other earthly possessions such
as the rest of the people enjoyed.
"I am thy part and thine inheritance," saith the Lord. They were
commanded to accept the tithes
and offerings of the people as their
living- Num. 18:11-13. This is nothing more or less than a supported
ministry. The teaching is plainTrue, there were many men of God
such as Abraham, Moses, etc., of
whom nothing is said concerning
support but undoubtedly God
made adequate provision for them.
We dare not take cases which we
do not unerstand to refute teaching which is perfectly plain. '
ordained and faithful gospel ministers of today hold the same relation to God and His service as
did the Levite of old.
Let us notice what lesson Paul
draws from this Old Testament ordinance. He has this teaching in
mind while writing to the Corinthian Church. I Cor. 9:13, "Do
ye not know that they which

JANUARY 26, 1920.
minister about holy things live of
the things of the temple ? And they
which wait at the altar are partakers with the altar ?" Some will
say, perhaps, that Christ did away with the Law and its requirments, but we believe that Paul
is here illustrating just what God
would have His Church practice today. In fact, he definitely states
that this is God's will for the
Gospel age, viz. the temporal support of Gospel ministers by those
to whom they minister- I Cor. 9:14
"Even so hath the Lord ordained
that they which preach the gospel
should live of the gospel."
While instructing Timothy in
the duties of the laity toward the
minister, Paul again refers to this
point in the Mosaic law and bids
him teach it as a gospel requirment. "Let the elders that rule
well be counted worthy of double
honor, especially they who labor
in the word and doctrine. For the
scripture saith, "Thou shall not
muzzle the ox that treadeth out the
corn," and "The laborer is worthy
of his reward." "Doth God take
care for oxen. Or saith he it altogether for our sakes? for our
sakes, no doubt this is written:
that he that ploweth, should plow
in hope; and that he that thresheth
in hope; should be partakers of his
hope." I Cor. 9:9-10. God never
appointed this law merely for the
sake of oxen, but to direct and bind
men to exercise humanity and
equity toward those who labor for
the benefit of their souls, and to encourage such to expect a proper
reward from those who reap
benefit by them. It seems to us
that Paul was here using the
strongest and plainest language
which he could command. It is
difficult to see how anyone can misunderstand, doubt, or otherwise
explain his teaching.
Christ also puts his approval
upon the principles when sending
out the twelve, Matt. 10:10; and
again at the time of the sending
of the seventy. Luke 10:7Again, the Bible very plainly
teaches that a minister of the gospel is not called to perform manual
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labor, not that t is undignified or Ministerial support is God's will, that statement , not one iota of
unworthy, but because he has a The Bible teachers it. What more criticism for our ministers The
far more important mission.
do we need?
fault liee not with them but with
T>
L™ „i,™™ ,*« +i,a
the system. Their opportunity
Deacons were chosen m the n J g fa ^
^
development
in
God's
apostolc church for the very pur^
^
^
^
J
^
^
^
&
fa e n g a g e ( J t Q d o
or
pose of taking temporal affaris &
^
^
^
^
^
^
rf
we not
&nd
from the minds of the ™ ^
to give him a just hire? If a min- s a r i l y t a k e t l u p , t o some extent,
They could then give themselves i g t e r fa f a t h f u ] ] y g e r v i n g G o d > h e
*
J;
in _
continually to prayer and to the fa ^
^
^
^
serving
peoplej &nd c o m p a t i b ] e
ministerial
mnistry of the Word Acts b.4 s h o u l d t h e y n o t t h e n r e n d e r trf _
They are unable to follow
Here we have Bible t e s W n y to ^
^
w h e r e t r i b u t e .g d u e ?
Jf w e
as
the fact hat= * » * * » Bible to ^ ^
^
^ . ^ fo p e r f o r m
^
7 ^
successfully combine a sacred and h a r d ^
^ d&yg
J
fa
a secular calling. Notice Pauls^ad- ^
^
m f f l h g .g c o m p l e t e l y w o m
om. o w n
there

2?^52^ N iSS«*«*°r b th ! t T:'b c Ttrrv?^ rrful;ppQr;s«. «,- „ffo,-^ ,*+• +T,1C ufo t w y,o 0 X P e c t h™ to be at his best on tunities for the teaching of real
Let
n ^ p t s f h S t n o ^ ^
*»*?•
. £ - " » a n d ^ C e Bible truth. The kingdom of God
declde t h e P m t
him to be a soldier ." II Tim. 2:4.
°
,
™" n e j c r " * * • * • borders exNotlce what the a
"Meditate upon these things (readP ° s t l e s s a 7 ce P* t h r u a "scattering abroad.'
Tt i s n o t r e a s o n t h a t w e s h o u l d A c t s 8:1
ing, exhortaton, doctrine); give "
" H o w c o m e a n u m b e r of
1eave t h e W o r d of G o d a n d
thyself wholly to them; that thy
serve flourishing churches in Kans?
profiting may appear to all." We t a b l e s " A c t s 6 : 2 - A s Previously How several in California and othbelieve that if ministers really un- p °ted, their desire was to give er states- Simbly because of the
derstand and realize the responsi- themselves, whole time and atten- members of old established disbility of their high calling, they t i o n ' t o *he work which God had tricts in Pennsylvania, pimcipally
will have as littie to do with secular 1 a i d u P o n t h e m - Minsters of our scattered out taking the faith with
affairs as possible. It is then the time,, as well, owe their whole time them. But the laity cannot always
duty of the Church in our day to a n d undivided attention to the conveniently move as opportunity
see that the minister need not con- service o f G o d an<* the ministry of opens.
cern himself as to his temporal * n e Word- Paul also testifies to Then why not support our minsupport. He will repay the debt * n e ^ac^ * n 'at it is altogether rea- isters and send them wherever
an hundred-fold in increased ser- sonable for a man to expect and re- there is an opening for religious
vice and usefulnessceive a reward for services render- work ? Why do we have more minBut why did not Paul make a e d ? * ^or 9 : 7 - Again, "If we isters than churches? Does not
practice of accepting support? n a v e s o w n u n t ° v o u spiritual Gad call them to be used in broadBecause, as the especial apostle to things, is it a great thing (or un- ening the work? Too often they
the Gentiles, be felt that he would reasonable) if we shall reap your are tied to there farms of or else
be placed in a better light with c a m a l things"? What, say you, feel that they cannot afford to
those
w h o were
hearing *s •^ au ' trying to teach, if it be not leave their daily tasks to follow
the gospel for the first time. I the temporal support of ministers? God and Duty. Let us release these
Cor. 9:15-18 However, this is no T r n e ministers do not preach for ministers for active service in the
argument against the principle of filthy lucre's sake, but while they Master's vineyard.
What opsupport. Paul himself accepted it Pre standing between God and a nortunities
are t h e ir 's
tofrom the older and well established d v i n - w o r l d > they have a right to day. We are very glad for
churches. He says, "I robbed oth- a11 necessary temporal support.
the Church is doing in the way of
er churches, taking'wages of them m TQ H necessary?
.
tent campaigns. It is a step in a
to do you service." He accepts
We feel very deeply on this riffht and long-neglected direction,
support as his right and privilege. Phase of 'the subject. We can But comparative little can be d "Must I and Barnabas work with hardly put into words, our concep- , m t i l t h e Church assumes the burour hands to support ourselves, tion of the necessity of ministerial d e n 0:f t n e support of its miniswhile James and John and Cephas support. It is as broad as the whole t e r s are entitled to support" ?, asks whole mission field and as nad as M a ny, if not most, of our minisPaul in sarcasm. I Cor. 9:6. If the narrow as the smallest congrega- t e r s a r e laboring men of farmers,
A1]
ministerial office did not carry tion.
who have engaged in those ocwith it financal remuneraton in Altho' in a sense, our self-sup- fllpations k n o w that hard, exactapostolic days, why were ministers ported ministry has been success- ing " wor^ is the rule. How unjust,
constantly warned against serving ful, in many ways, sad to say, it J t seems to us, to expect the minisfor filthy lucure'ssaks? I Pet. 5=2. has been a failure. There is in ter then to be as elert. fresh, and
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zealous as he should be on pray- word teaches that ministers should place of residence etc- As varia- «
ermeeting night and on Sunday, home mission work 2nd- God's tion of salaries is one of the faults
Furthermore, we believe that the not engage in secular occupations and pitfalls of the system generaltrue pastor will endeavor to visit but give their whole time to their ly used today, this point is very inland pray with every member of his high calling. 3rd. The minister portant. The apportionment of
flock very often, perhaps once each cannot give his best to God and the support should receive the careful
month- He will be the busiest man people when he is taxed with the attention of a well-informed comin the community and a power for cares of this life. 4th. The mittee, meeting annually- 4. Minisgood. We believe, altho' we may church should be able to send min- ters should be required to sever all
be contradicted, that a minister's isters wherever there is need. All relations, as far as possible, with
house-to-house visitations are just of these objects can only be attain- secular business enterprises,
as important and necessary as is ed thru a supported ministry. Is But what about our old ministers
his preaching from the pulpit, it necessary ?
who on account of advancing age,
How can a minister whose body IV. Is it practical?
are unable to adjust themselves to
and mind and time are taxed by
We are contending for a princi- changing conditions? We answer
the cares of this life do his duty pie. Our application may be faulty that the adoption of a plan for a
in this respect and be a true shep- but the principle will stand never- supported
ministry need not
herd to his flock ? God help us to theless. A dozen plans for the sup- change their status at all; let them
see the condition! We are allow- port of our ministers may be sug- go on preaching and working as
ing our faithful ministers to labor gested, tried, and discarded, with- usual.
for their daily bread, contrary to out impairing the value of the prin- We are only anxious that all newGod's plan, and thus miss oppor- ciple in the least. When God's ly- ordained ministers and others
tunities, which, if rightly improv- word teaches a principle we may who have their best years ahead of
ed, would mean the encouragement be sure it is practical. It is then them, may be thus provided for by
of believers, reclaiming of back- for us rightly to apply it.
the church. We are not working
sliders, saving of unsaved, and
The writer is opposed to what against our old Fathers in Israel
the general upbuilding of the king- is commonly known as the "Sala- Cod bles them-we are only Dlaning
dom.
ried Ministry" unless certain faults for the future in accordance with
The writer knows of a church in are elimated. This plan puts a pre- God's Word,
a rather out-lying communty mium on catering to the wishes
We realize that the solution to
which, altho' small in membership, and tastes of the people, which is this problem can only be fou,
was full of faith and zeal. Their n ° t always safe- The minister thru earnest prayer for guidance
minister a farmer of rented land f ee ls that he must please the con- and deep study. We may miss the
decided that he could better his gregaton or lose his place and sala- mark; our plans may be worthless
financial prospects by moving to r y- Again, the minister is cons- but thru it all the principle will
another state, as was his right, if tantly tempted to work, not for the stand. Is a supported ministry
he so chose. Left without a past- t r u e welfare of his flock, but for a practical ? We are sure of it.
or, the congregation finally dis- more important charge and a highBut where shall we get the monbanded and sold the churchbuild- e r salary. This is wrong and for to carry out this Divine Ordiing to be used as a barn while these reasons we do not favor the nance ? God did not leave His
most of the members joined other system in use in most denomina- church without a financial plan and
denominations and perhaps are not t i o n s today.
that is simply tithing! This presatisfied. What was the trouble ? We do not intend to offer a finish- eludes all church suppers, bazars,
The Church had no mnister to fill e d plan for the support of our i
and socials. When the Church u:
the vacancy and save the work.
istry, but wish to mention several versally gives the tithe or ,
rjr, .
,
, _,
' points which we believe are vital. 1. the treasuries will be full ana overWhat a shame! Do we not need £,,
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, The congregation should have no flowing for
it is so promised m
a supported ministry?0 Does not
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, authority in saying as to when nGod's Word.
Mai. 3. 10,11. TFunds
the church need authority to send
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ministers shall be changed. 2. lhe will then be always at hand for the
ministers from place to place as . . ,
, , •, ,
• ,•
*•
•
* ^ j , , • j,
vacancie
Oh th
minister should not receive his sup- financing of God s kingdom on
might see G o T p l a n and our duty f ° r t ^ t h e "f*^ ^ f
in this matter! It is true that V .
1°™ &
.
^
n
...
which each congregation would pay
nered fi ' 11 h t ' "t
hi" s o m u c n P e r valuation for this purthat it h h
t th
f P° s e - ^- ^ n e ministers should ree
i ?
ceive, as nearly as possible, the
same remuneration, at the same
Let us sum up our points. 1st time taking into consideration the
We need our surplus ministers in size of family, degree of health

^
v
f
f „ *M
&
0
•7
*
I °l ^ f ^
^
ister is one which each congregation must not undertake to decide
for itself. Nothing will be gained
by impetuosity and haste. Public
opinion within the Church musl
first be well moulded or* nothing of
lasting good can be accomplished. -
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Furthermore, General Conference is our higest law-making body
and questions of this improtance
rightly must be refered to it
The entire temporal support of
ministers is scriptural, reasonable,
necessary, and practicle. God forbid that doubt and fears or selfish
motives should stand in the way of
our acceptance of truth! What attitude will we take ?
Harry S. Harman.
Romona, Kansas.

throngs of eloquent, cultured, easeloving' self-seeking preachers who
are only playing at relgion. In the
light of eternity the great bulk of
the visible church are like children
who play that they are gladiators,
with rolls of paper for swords, and
little kittens for lions. And the
worst of it is, so many who seem
to be real sincere Christians are
blinded and misled by this human
religion and seem to think that
out-and-out holiness, and a life
of real self-sacrifice, is carrying religion a little too far.

A PICTURE OF HUMAN RELIGION.

Human religion has a great
many marks about it- It depends
on human means, and resorts to
the tactics of the creature, to ti
planning, the wire-pulling, not to
say the downright trickey of unregenerate human nature. It is
managed by committees, and majorities, and votes and resolutions'
and influential persons and manmade legislatoin. This human religion is born of ecclestiastical assemblies, ecumenical conferences,
and parliaments of the world's religions. It must live on big things,
big churches, great preachers, fine
music, asethetic culture, college
diplomas, stained glass, dignity,
churchly starch, ministerial pomposity, and high-sounding titles.
It preaches human progress, the
glory of man the inventions of the
age; the telegraph, the steamship, the divingbell the phonograph, submarine cables, vestibule
trains, oil wells, mines, meteorology of shootng stars, the weather
reports, the anatomy of a fly's
wing, the X ray, splendor of
poetry, the brilliance of college
training. These are the thngs that
fill the human mind of human religion, and are forever dropping in
silvery accents from its voluble
tongue. It goes in for show and
noise, and making startling effects,
whether it be a funeral, or a picnic,
or a wedding, or a brass band revival, or a sacramental service, or
a baptismal performance, or a
corner-stone laying (in which it
calls to its aid the abominations of
secret lodges), or in gathering of

G. D. WATSON.

The world is full of human religion, and judged of from the
New Testament, great multitudes
who profess to be Christians, seem
to have been only galvanized by
human ecclesiastical methods into
a sort of mechanical Christianity,
with whom the first principles of a
divine life seems utterly unknown.
The more intimately we bacome
acquainted with God, the more
delicately and sharply we can distingiush the shades of human
character and the lines of truth
and error. There are moments of
great spiritual vision in which we
seem to look out from our heavenly
Father's bosom and through the
luminous atmosphere of his presence upon the peoples and nations
of the earth, and upon different
shades of nominal Christianity,
like great outspread plains streching far off in the gloom, with here
and there a hill-top made a little
brighter by its elevation in the
glimmering star-light;
and our
minds are stretched with great
questions as to the destiny of these
surging millions, and our hearts
ache with inexpressible pity and
longing to rescue all we can; and
in our utter helplessness the tears
flow and the prayers ascend that
the precious right hand that was
pierced with the nail would be
stretched out to save as many as
possible. And amid this pitiful
condition of things it is more pitiable still to see the myriads of
professed Christians, headed by
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is legislative bodies, or in the publishing of its church literature, or
in striking attitudes in the pulpit,
whatever it does it must swell and
show off, because, unlike God's appointed feasts, it lives on leavened
bread, and is full of yeast, and
therefore it must puff and swell
and strut. This is the stuff that is
palmed off on the world as the
religion
of
the
meek
and lowly Jesus who went about
weeping and casting out devils, and
transforming wretched lives.
Human religion must needs be
hedged in by all sorts of human
wick-work, social coteries circles
of old friends, social seats, ecclesiastical rings. People who have
human religion must needs be held
together like the staves of a barrel,
by oustide hoops and bandages.
Such persons cannot stand alone
with God. One single frosty morning of misfortune, of great distress, will wither its fair flowers
and thousands of such religionists
combined into one could not endure
for one hour the cyclone of desolation that swept around Job. This is
why, when persons who have human religion leave their social
church circles, and are thrown on
the rough waves of the world, they
flounder and fling away their religion, because it was not centred
in their hearts, but only put on.
It was a house plant, and had to be
nursed by prosperity, and human
frindship and narrow earthly
loves; and when these things are
stripped from it, the roof is taken
from off its head, and it cannot
live in the great universal outdoors
of God's kingdom-

A preacher with human religion
must be flattered, and puffed in the
papers, and voted for as delegate
to his sectarian church assemblages.. He needs toasting with invitations to big dinners' carriage
drives in the park, summer vaeatons, winter trips to a warm clime.
He must needs have presents and
religion's bonbons, and if he were
peeled down to oldfashioned primeval vicissitudes, to walk with
(Continued on page 10)
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"AND W H A T H A V E AVE DONE?

Christian Science Propaganda is
carried on with a zeal worthy of a
more intelligent faith. The yearly
report if the church says that "in
the past year 250,000 pieces of our
literature have been carefully distributed in Boston alone. Over
two haunred literture distribution
boxes have been placed and cared
fir by various groups in the city."

" D I D YOTJ NOTICE I T ?

Did you notice that the Religious
Education Association at its 1919
session at Detrot elected as its
President of the Amercian Unitaria Assication?"
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THE BEAUTIFUL CITY.
I sing of a city, a city bright and fair,
I t lies beyond the sunset, its waiting for
us there;
No dream can ever picture, nor heart of
man conceive,
The joys that there await those who on
the Lord believe.
There's a stream in that city, from beneath
the throne its flow,
On the banks of the river flowers never fading grow;
The trees beside the river each month their
leaves renew,
There.for the healing of the nations, and
sweet as morning dew.
Oh, that wonderous city! when life with
its toil is done,
And we see Him in His beauty, where
there is no setting sun,
The walls they are of jasper, the streets of
shining gold
And the feet that ne'er grow weary, the
inhabitants ne'er grow old.
But the glory of that city is the Lamb
that once was slain,
But now* He ever liveth, never more to
die again.
Methinks by faith I see Him, His fs.ce
with love aglow,
Surrounded by His loved ones, in garments
white as snow
The ties that here were broken we'll And
them there retied,
And the ones we thought had left us we'll
find had never died,
But in that world of beauty, where the
skies are ever fair,
They're waiting through the ages their
joys with us to share.
So when the days are dreary and the road
seems hard and long,
And our hearts are gowed with anguish,
and we scarce can raise a song,
Let us think what lies before us, up where
the joy-bells ring,
Where with ten thousand thousand, we'll
raise our voices and sing
Chorus.
Ther'll be no more sorrow, we'll never know
a fear,
The Lord of that country will wipe away
each t e a r ;
The dear Savior is waiting, for us His
blood did flow;
If we can hear Him say we are His that
day, there'll be a welcome there, I
know.
—Selected by Alfred J . Davis.
Clarence Center, N. Y.

Those who follow God for what
they get, will leave Him when persecution is stirred up' but not so
the sincere believer; he will nit
forget his God, even though the
worst come to the worst.—Spur-
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Marriages
HEISEY:—SMITH:—0 n Thursday
Nov. 27, 1919 at the home of the
bride's parents Bro. and Sr. J. H.
Smith, of Weilersville, 0. there occured the marriage of their daughter Sr.
Anna Catherine Smith, to Bro. Daniel
N. Hisey of Kindersley Sack. Canada.
Bro. J. H. Smith, the bride's father
officiated. It was the 46 th. anniversary of the marriage of the bride's
parents.
KREADY:—SHREINER:— On Saturday evening Nov. 22, 1919, at 6
o'clock at the residence of the officiating minister Bish. H. B. Hoffer, there
occured the marriage of Samuel H.
Kready son of Bro. and Sr. J.C.Kready
to Esther N. Shriner daughter of
Charles Shriner, both of Elstonville,
Lancaster Co., Pa.,
KOSER:—SHANK:—On Tuesday
Nov. 27, 1919 at the home of the officiating minister Bish. H. B. Hoffer,
there occurred the marriage of Irvin
L. Koser son of Bro. and Sr. Abram
Koser of Mt. Joy to Sr. Anna E. Shank
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Abram Shank
of Elizabethtown, Pa.

Obituaries
ROSENBERGER:—Miss Sarah F.
Rosenberger, died at the residence of
her sister, Mrs. John R. Kindig, of
Hatfield, at 6:10 P. M. on Wednesday
Dec. 10, 1919, aged 48 years, 9 months
and 7 days. Miss Rosenberger was
the daughter of the late Bish. Henry
H. and Mary K. (Frick) Rosenberger,
both deceased, and was born near Hatfield. The family has resided in Souderton for many years, and she enjoyed a large circle of friends, who,
with the family, mourn her demise.
Two brothers—William F, of near
Hatifield. and Henry F. of Souderton,
surive, as does also one sister, Franie,
wife of ex-Director of the Poor John
R. Kindig, where she died. She had
been ill for the past three months but
bore her sufferings patiently. She was
a devoted and consistent member of
the Brethren in Christ Church. Funeral
Brethren in Christ Church. Funeral
services were held on Sunday Dec. 14,
at the Brethern in Christ M. H. Souderton, Pa., In charge of Bish. J. K. Bow
ers, Elds. Howard R. Stout, Fred K.
Bowers. Text St. Mark 12s33 Interment in Frick's cemetery.
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HEIKS:—John Elis Heiks was born8*fc.
in Saxony Jan. 30, 1835, died at Woos- Oh, may we remember" dear father, your
Words,
ter Ohio November 18, 1919 aged
84 years, 9 months, 18 days. He with The kind adminition you gave;
his mother and sister started to Amer- That when we are freed from this prison
of clay,
ica in his youth. His sister died at sea
He and His mother settled in Lancast- We shall all meet beyond the dark grave,
er Co., Pa. He was married to Bar- 9th.
bara Grove who preeeeded him in Yes, meet thee, and all that have gone bedeath twenty-seven years ago. To
fore,
this union were born two sons and two Where parting shall be no more,
daughters, who with two daughters I pray all our loved ones will join with
by a former marriage, are left. He
the band,
also leaves 18 grandchildren and 14 Safe at home in that beautiful shore.
great grandchildren. Funeral services
Mrs. Sarah Mc Taggart.
were held at the Paradise Union
Church. _ Conducted by Rev. A. J. Stayner, Ont.,
Heistand of the Brethren Church and
Bish. J. H. Smith Burial in adjoining
cemetery.
KREISS:—Elizabeth Kreiss was
born Sept 30, 1861 at Hilltown, Pa.,
and died with double Pneumonia,
IN MEMORY
Dec, 4, 1919 at Escondids, Cal., aged
Of Alexander Mc Taggrart By His w i f e . 58 years, 2 months and 4 days. Sr.
Kreiss was the daughter of Isaac and
1st.
Elizabeth
Detwiler. She was conOh, father! dear father, is this surely death,
verted when quite young and united
That so suddenly called thee away,
with the Brethren in Christ church,
Not giving thee time to bid us farewell,
where
she remained a faithful memNot even a moment to pray.
ber. On Sept. 11 1880 she was united
2nd.
The monster death came and snatched thee in marriage with Bro. P. L. Kreiss at
Silverdale, Pa., To this union were
away,
born
three children. Isaac D. of
So sudden we scarce could believe,
That you really must go, but God willed it Escondids, Cal., Sarah D. of Los Angeles, Cal., and Joseph D. of Slatingso,
ton, Pa., Bish. C. C. Burkholder of
And we must be left here to grieve.
Upland, Cal., conducted the service,
3rd.
Oh could he have warned us for even a day! assisted by Eld. J. Leaman and Rev.
That friends could to-gether have come Wm. Thomas, Text Isa. 40:6-7.
To speak words of comfort, to breathe a
soft prayer,
E ' r he called thee to thy long home.
ith.
But I thank the good Lord, for His mercy
to me,
That I could kneel down by your side,
And wipe the death damp from your chilly
brow,
5th.
And have held your hand when you died.
His will' then be done, for He saw it was
best,
To remove thee without even a pain.
And we praise Him that now with the
ransomed above,
You will never know sorrow again.
6th.
While here you know sorrow, oft sickness
and pain
Prostrated you low on your bed;
But now all is ended, and you with the
just
Shall reign with your reverend Head.
7th.
But we miss you, dear father, at morn
and at eve.
We miss you the live lolig day,
You, who gave us good concil, was patient
You who loved Gods commands to obey.
and kind,

"Inbred sin is a drag t h a t
hinders spiritual progress.
No
wonder therefore, t h a t those who
have it say t h a t they made crooked
paths. Some estimate their salvation by their feelings. There s
no Scritpural w a r r a n t for it- Estimate your salvation by the
amount of un wavering faith you
possess. Estimate it according to
the presence or absence of sin from
your heart.
—The Christian Witness,

"Many a child of God is cast
down because the little loveservice which may be required,
seems too small to be counted for
aught in the "great harvest field,
forgetting t h a t the Lord asks of
His children only s omuch as He
gives them ability to perform."
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the monster of heart-corruption at
the very center of the soul.
Human religion thinks it will
conquer the world; it denies holiness, ignores the omnipotent, personal agency of the Holy Ghost,
steers clear of all divine manifestations, is terrified at the supernatural in grace, discounts personal testimony, is afraid of weeping,
is terrified at a hallelujah, thinks
that the sobs of a penitent should
be stifled with a levender-scented
handkerchief.
Human religion curls its lips at
holiness, caricatures divine healingantagonizes the coming of Jesus,
thinks the world is growing beautifully better, puts outward reformation for soul-salvation, runs off
on lines of humanitarianism as a
substitute for the indwelling Holy
Spirit' and is forever forming itself into fresh organizations of
"leagues" and "endeavors" and
"boys' brigades." It dreams oF
bringing the millennium by social
reforms, it dreams that Jesus will
come and reign on the earth, but
seeks to usurp his place and build
for itself a kingdom over the
world. It is an ease-loving jovial
laughing, fun-making, fun-loving,
superficial thing. Its motives are
bounded by time. All its enterprises have an atmosphere of
earthliness about them- It despises the day of small things; it
scorns little, humble people and
When human religion gets up a lonely ways. It is eager to jump
revival, it must have from five to to the height of prosperity, it is
twentv churches of heterogeneous domineering and popish in its ascreeds and sectarian bodies go into sertions over the poor and yet at
a °reat union effort. It must have the same cringes like a puppy before the rich and the great ones
F> Tviammoth choir, with great
Its music has no pathos in it, its
^noiVal instruments, and manv
laughter lacks divine cheerfulness,
^rpnr»hers and multiplied commitits worship lacks supernatural love>
tees, arid each committee headed
its prayers bring down no hugh
^ " *r>™p hanker, or judee, or-mayor
answers, it works no mracles, calls
nr
™tth'r>TiRiV<5 wife. It siqris cards forth no critism from the world,
"q -,- c"h«titnte for the broken- it- has no light of eternty in its
i^nWo^ cries of Scrintural renent- eye. It s a poor, pale, sickly thing,
nr">fi Tt must count its converts for born of the union of the heart of
" davs' meeHup-s bv the hundreds. the world with the head of ChrisTt rvmst ar>olosn7e for natural de- tian theology—-a mongrel, bastard
™-q-.7itv. nlend for its existance in thing, with a backslidden church
<*e soul till death, and by nrofess- for its mother and the world for
inpr to ton off a few big branches its father,
of sin it only feeds and fattens
(Contnued from page 7)
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob with no
cable to hold him but faith in God,
all his religion would likely evaporate. Church members who
have human religion must receive
many attentions from their pastors and other church members.
They must be coaxed to attend
prayer meeting, politely bowed to
half a square away; they must be
visited for every headache, their
whims must be consulted;- they
have sore toes that are easily
trampled om they either want to
be excused from taking part in religious service, or else want to be
invited to take the lead.
Is there anythng so abominable
as human religion?
Its verv
nrayers are stuffed full of humanism, and various forms of self.
This human religion is always anxious about results. It knows
nothing about living by faith- It.
is always in a fever about good
collections, and about having the
sermon take well and the hymn to
be nicely rendered' and the prayer
meeting to pass of smoothly. It
does not have a giant's tread, but
walks as if on eggs. It is overcautious, easilv frghtened, full of
comnromise. uses human policy as
a substitude for divine love, just
as the towe^ builders of Babel us^d mudshine as a substitute for
li-^ir. ni ag ter.
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This human religion will be everlasting wrecked at the appearance
of Jesus. Woe to that human being who has human religion.
__—Word and Work.—Sel- F. L.
Shoaltz.
SPARKS FROM DIFFERENT ANVILS.
A bad motive makes a good act bad.
What appeared good enough in itself has often been polluted by the
motive— It was well to kiss the lord
Jesus, but the motive of Judas made
his kiss a crime.
A fool in his own house will not be
wise in mine.
It is better to walk by faith than
talk of faith.
Bless God for your affliction and your
afflictions will be your greatest blessings.
It is better to be a sorrowing saint
than a merry sinner.
Live to God's glory and in the future
you shall live in God's glory.
Love is the perfect tense of the verb
(live)
Oh! to be intense in that perfect
tense.
Luck is the idol of the idle.
Look at your own failings before
you look at your brother's faults.
Envy shoots at others but hits itself.
Error in the pulpit is like fire in
the hayloft.
End a quarrel before it begins.
Put out strife before it begins.
Earn all you can; save all you can;
GIVE ALL YOU CAN.
S. G. Engle.
We can no wfurnish stationery
on unruled and ruled paper with
envelopes to match- Printed in
two series with suitable scripture
verses. In orderng be sure and
state which is wanted.
Series 1.
Jesus is Coming.
Series 2Jesus Saves.
50 Letter heads and Envelopes
$ .60
100 Letter heads and Envelopes
$1:10.
STATIONARY.
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TESTIMONY.
Dear brothers and sisters and all
the Visitor Family, Greeting in the
We come with another report, name of Jesus our Savior. I Cor 2:13
I will try, by the grace of our Lord
greeting you with Psa. 24:1
"The earth is the Lord's the world to write a few lines for the Visitor.
Many times I have felt I should testify
and they that dwell therein.
We t^ain praise the Lord for the to the saving grace of Jesus in there
way He has been helping us and sup- pages but thus far I have never done
plying our needs since we sent the last so._ Tonight while sitting alone
thinking on the things of God I was
report to the Visitor.
Surely as the Psalmist Daivid has said, made to search ray heart for reason of
"The earth is the Lord's and He following Jesus in the way I have.
Frst I must say I thank Jesus for
abundantly supplies our needs from
calling me into his service young in
His storehouse.
We appreciate these blessings as years. I realize I missed many snars
tokens of the Lord's interest in ths and pitfalls placed by satan for oar
voung feet. I praise Him for the satwork at this place.
Our family is increasing and num- isfaction I have found in his service
bers fifty four at present ranging in all along the way. I praise him for
age from sixty to ninety eight. Pro- showing me I must consecrate my all
visions were donated by the following to him and let my old self die the
death. I am so glad to night I ever
parties.
°aid "Yes" and I meant it down deep
Sept. and Oct 1919.
Bro. Miehal Musser, Bro. John in mv heart.
Tonight while meditating on the
Hershev, David Ginder, Sr. King, Bro,
Abner Martin, Sr. Mabel Pritz, Mrs. Plain old fashioned way I was made
Husler, Mrs. Amos Heisev, Bro. Bert to wonder why I came this way and
Longenaker, E. M. Hershev. A Bro. can see nothing but God's hand diElizabethtown, Sr. Lizzie Light, Bro. recting me to put on our church unDavid Martin, Bro. David Brehm. Bro. iform. Then I was made to wonder
John Musser, Bro. Sol. Lauver, Sister about the prayer veiling, what it
at Carlisle; Bro. A. Z. Hess, Bro. stands for.
Praver means a humble attitude,
Hiram Wolgemuth, Bro. Paul Koser.
Sr. Annie Walters, Sr. Annie Hoffman, supplicating a throne of grace,
Bro. Hitz, Palmyr diastrict A. Bro. or pleading for God's will to be done.
Eli Grinder, Bro Jacob Ginder, Mrs. Now if prayer is this to us what manFrank Ruhl, Bro. Coble, Lydia Heisey, ner of prayer veilings should we use'
Sr. Samu'l, Yeager, Bro. Benj, Shelly' Sisters let us search our selves. Has
Bro. John Nissley, Mrs. Meckley, Sr, our so called prayer veiling become
Hitz, Bro. Michael" Hosier, A sister, an ornament for our heads, some thing
Simon Heisev and wife, Bro. Charles on which our pride is allowed to run.
Musser. Elizabethtown district, Sr. Mav God for Jesus sake take care of
Annie Martin, Sr. Mary Heisev, Sr. Joe this. I know not why I should write
Gish, Sr. Mumma, Eapho, district, 0. AS I have. I do it with trembling
but God I know I must obey if I want
Bishop,
victory in my soul.
Cach Donations
Yours in the Master's service.
Bro. Whisler, Ohio, $5; Sr. Witmer,
Pearl Sider
Pa., $2; Bro. Lester Myers, $1;
Franklin Co.. Harvest Meeting, $42.33; Marahville, Ont.,
Sr. Emma Baker, Pa., $1: Bro. Weibe
$1; A Bro. $2; Bro. Good, Pa., $2;
Bro. Asuer Pa.. $1: Miss Guttshall,
CANTON, OHIO.
$2:50: Bro. Gish, Kan. $5; Bro. and
"The desert shall rejoice and blosSr. Miller Ohio, $5; Sr. Davidson, som as the rose. It shall blossom aInd.. $1; Bro. J. H. Eshleman Kan., bundantlv and rejoice even with joy
$2: Sr. Booser, $2; Bro. and Sr. and sfladnes." We are so glad that
"Hurst. Ohio. $8: Sr. Mvers, Pa. $1; our God is able for the desert places
Sr. Katie Aundt. $ 1 : Bro, Bolden, and that he has not failed us here at
Ohio. $5: Sir. Eshleman $2; Bro. Vallev Chanle. Our hearts are reSamu'l Mver, $5; Sr. Mary Hoffman, ioicinsr in the Lord as we are again
$1.
nermited to see the blossoms* burst
We trulv feel to thank the dear forth in this place.
ones for their liberal support of the
Cn Dec. 1st. Bish John A. Stumu
work here._ May the Lord bless you from Napnanee, Ind. began a series of
all and keep you true and faithful meetings here which continued until
till He comes.
meetings here. Bro. Stump desired just
Herman T, and Alice. Fry. to be the mouth piece and surely the
Steward and Matron. the Lord did speak, conviction seized
REPORTS
MESSIAH HOME.
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hearts until sixteen souls became willing to seek the Lord for the pardon
of their sins, others were under deep
conviction but would not yield, some
would not come to the service they
said they were afraid they would
have to go to the altar. Some of those
who found the Lord precious to their
souls saw their privilege of consecreting their lives to Him. It was
wonderful to see how faithfully the
Holy Spirit led them on step by step.
just as He will do for any willing
soul who is simple enough to follow
on.
On Christmas seven precious souls
followed the Lord in baptism and a
brother was again received into
church fellowship. It was a blessed
day to our souls, the happiest Christmas ever spent. Jesus was more reel
and precious than ever before, so
many lose sight of the real meaninsr
of the dav, but praise God that Jesus
our Savior became a blessed reality to
us as we accepted this most wonderful gift of heaven.
We want to praise God for the w a '
He has undertaken for the Cluircb
here, for those who have said ves to
God and are, now enjoying victory in
their souls, others are seeking for the
real Anointing of the Holy Ghost. We
•"•« ponfidetrt the T.ord will complete
the work He has beerun in hearts as
thev are willinsr to follow on. We
are elad to renort that Bro. Aaron
Beehtel has aeain taken up the work
of the Ministry.
We need vmir nravers as we realize
that this Bevival is fust the besrinitio- of a sreat work.
We mwreciate Bro. Stnmu's faithful In^oTo whilst here and prav that
fto<l mmr continue to bless and use
hi™ for His own glory.
Yours, for souls.
Minie Bosler Cor.
NOTTAWA CANADA. ,
•RioTi Ttprt Sherk came to Nottawa
Tti'offint Wmr op to hold a series of
wooti-no-s Thorp -u^pre other special
oATtrippd in thp npip-hhornood the first
Trrep\ an not vprir man'"' trnned out.
Til* oppond week the attendance was
irpi-tT- o-nnd but Bro. Sherk was called
TIOTMP nn Saturday so the meetines
"'"«»^ •nnPTrnPotedl^. We trust th«
<"*?<! sown will bring forth fruit.
Cor.
ZTOW KANSAS.
Tn thp readers of the V. Greeting-:—
"Nevertheless we, according to His

P»rei2

I^ifrangeltcal
P a ^ j ; ^ ! iff;«;w
Ptstte
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promise, look for new heavens and aBshould be called the sons of God" I meeting in the evening. On Monday,
new earth, wherein dwelleth right-yjohn. 3:1.
he with Bishop Isaac Stern took the
eousness.
J Special meetings began at this place train for Spring Hope Bedford Co.,
Wherefore, beloved, seeing that ye|on Nov. 16 continuing two weeks, con- where again he had a Missionary meetlook for such things, let us be deligent/,, ducted by Eld W. J. Myers, Massillon, ing in the evening. On Tuesday eventhat we may be found o fhim in peace, 0. We praise God for the truth that ing Bro. Myers returned to Martinwithout spot and blameless." II Peter was brought to us thru His servant, sburg and began a meeting, continuing
3:13-14.
Gods children were much encourag- u n t i l Dec. 10th.
Thank God for the high standard in e d, and His convicting spirit was preWhile conviction rested heavy on
His word, and not only for the high s e nt.
Several souls realizing their the unsaved during the earnest apstandard, but that He gives abundance n e e a of a Savior decided for Him.. p e als of the dear Bro. onlyy two beof grace to live up to the standard.
Some are still requesting special pray- came willing to take the way with
We certainly have many, many e r as a result of the meeui.„
the Savior. We feel glad for the
reasons to praise God for the showers there are those with whom the spirit sound doctrine preached by our Bro
of blessings he let fall on our congre- i s striving who are almost persuaded and we believe it has been to the engation as a Church in the past series of to take the way. In these days there couragement of the believers at this
meetings, held by Bish. J. N. Hoover a r e £ e w w h o r e a i i y determine to pay p i a c e . May the Lord ever keep him
of Ohio. Certainly God did his part in the price and go thru with God. We faithful to His word and use him to
convicting sinners and giving light to a r e encouraged with God's promise His glory,
the believers. It now rests with souls w hich says "His word shall not reA H> S t e r n
to walk in the light as He is in the turn unto Him void." We believe the
"
> Corlight and the blood of Jesus Christ s e e ( i that was sown will spring up and
,,,
cleanseth us from all sin.
b r i n g f o r t b f r u it to His honor and
Bro. Hoover certainly brought us g i o r v .
CHICAGO MISSION,
the word fearlessly for three weeks
RBCEIPTS
M a y God c o n t m u e to biess a n d g0
with the exception of serveal nights ^
^ s e r v a n t _as k e g o e s f o r t k t o
when he went to Iowa to conduct Bish. i a {, 0 r for Him.
15
.«""« euuuig uec.
T H Zook's funGrSil services
' The power of God plainly felt in
Yours in Jesus precious Same.
In Memory of Sr. Anna Shirk $20;
all of the services although in some
-Luara Wintemute, Cor. J* f w N a m e *v> D - <*• H e »ey, Elizathere was more stir than in others. , U _ .
**
™ £"' $5; I n His N a m e
hlCa
Several times there were twenty and "
^
°
f ° * 5 £ W " K r e i d < * , Shannon,
more at the altar seeking, some to be
WOEEOSON'S COVE DIST. Pa.
,."' * ' .,, r y T r u m p ' P o l ° ' I 1 L '
saved and others to be sanctified.
„„ B r o .,. _ . ,
f[
^ J Gilbert, 111., $5; Bro. Cover,
0_ Thank God it was not alwavs seekine
Brubaker ac- Ant., $5; Bro. Steckley, Ont., $5;
Thank God it was not always seeking c o m p a i n e d b B r o C h r i t i a n M
"
' * '
M
M
mus! ei
for as souls met the conditions, God h.h
. To '
•
7,
> > ^icago $l,
Bro.
x „
b o t n of L
\ *
, *
'
anc. Co., Pa., came to Spring Abilene, Kans., $25;
Mrs
Vvverbenrv
met them and there were many show- WnT1 „ T>0/if„„,, n„
., . , -,
7 „ „, '
' 9 '
vyverDergy,
. .,
.
„ ..
..
'
^ope Bedford Co., and started a meet- T111., $1; Sr. Warner,
Avilla Ind <L*> •
a ilcl
ers of blessings fell on the altar ser- • mhinh „„„«„„ i
.
_ • 1, '
S > a v i u a ' xna-> *°>
° . ,
... ,
,
mg which continued each evening un- Sr. Foote, Auburn Ind $2- Hu+h
vices, some which will be remember- ,., n
„
f
„.,,
„
' **' i t u t n
AMene
ed a long as time is, for we believe Z f e L l t T f T „
,'
f***''*''
'' * ***>
I n H i s Name
God did the work. God forbid that we ^ * J * * * * l
Z
T
^
^
>
^
, ? ., , .
.
, ' , . ., t e r s at this place and the weather beEXPDfDI
should take any honor or glory but it i n g u n f a v o r a b l e m Q s t Qf ^
^
™ES'
Pr v
all belongs to Him^
attendance was small. While there
° ^ o n s $91.63; bbl. flour $15;
May God bless Bro. Hoover m his w a g n Q Q n e ^
,osehold,
$10; light, $16:38;
acc
efforts for the lost of earth, both a g ^
^
£
_ T o t a i 133.01.
one ^
spiritually and temporally u our w i s h e d t o ^
^ ^ Lord>s ^ ^
P r o v i s i o n s e t c., sister Yards, Foots,
pra eP
7 " ,
J.
,
, . , May the Lord bless the dear brathren D a T i d s o n > Stump, Brechbill, Indiana,
x,
Pray for us that the work which {m ^
^ ^ ^
{&mm
butter;
chieken)
corn>
beanS;
lard
has been begun may only be the start- g e e d ^ ^ b e &g
J
j . N, a n d H . E n g l e A b i l e n e K a n s > %
feread
mg of a revival that shall last till w a t e r g t o b e
P
red
cb4ckea8.
Jesus Comes.
tiravpr
Abilene Kanaaa.

pxttyer.

John L. Minter, Cor.

Poor F u n d .

^ ^ Myers and
family came to Martinsburg, Pa. on
their
Misionary tour through the
SHHEEKSTON, ONT.,
J^611™:1 ^ l
" ^
^
23 being the regular time for meeting
"Behold what Manner of love the at this place Bro. Myers preached and
Father hath bestowed upon us that we as was arranged held a missionary
Qn N o y

22nd

BrQ

^ ^ ^ hand $30;9g, ^ His Name)
Kans., $100; Sr. Miller Lanark, 111.,
$3; Sr. A. A. Zook, Abilene Kans.,
$25'
Ex. Provisions $15; dry goods, $10
"He that followeth after righteousness and mercy, findeth life, righteous

J A N U A R Y 26. 19-20and honor," Pro. 21:21. How true!
One does find in the soul, joy and love
beyond words when we follow after
Him.
Oh that people today would desire
to follow after the precious Lord. We
are glad to say we do find a few, and
indeed believe some of our brethren
and sisters would have loved to join
us in some recent prayer service.- One
night at the cloe of the meeting we
bowed for a closing prayer and it was
two o'clock before the last got off
of their knees. Ah the sweetness of
bowing in deep communion with Him.
The Lord gave us a very precious
time on Thanksgiving our annual time
of Lovefeast, when we did feast on
spiritual things while the world at
large were enjoying the temporal
things. Ours was a deeper joy.
Bro. Stump and a number of others
from Ind., were privileged to be with
us. Bro. D. Shirk also gave us a recent visit a blessing which we enjoyed, This is the battlefield of his
sainted mother and it brings memories
as we meet.
We send greetings and thanks to
all the saints who have assisted with
means, provisions and prayers and
trust God to give the increase.
Let us stand together in these days
of darkness and all we find in the
spiritual world. Moses' arms had to
be held up or there was no victory. _ So
do those at the front of the battle.
May His grace be yours,

^EfetigglttHl Ptsttar
the Scripture look up for your Eedemption draweth nigh.
Though the colums of the Visitor
and otherwise we believe you are all
aquainted with the death of our dear
Brother and Father Bish. J. E. Zook.
We believe the church at large feel
his loss very keenly, but we as a small
flock of Gods children in Des Moines
miss his wise council and words of
comfort, we believe to a greater extent. While it is true Bro. Zook was
in Evangelistic work about one-half
of his time but there always was a
home coming which we rejoiced to
look forward to. But he is gone for
the last time and while it brings sadness to our hearts when we see his
empty chair and the empty pulpit, to
be fill by one of Gods unworthy children for Bro. Zook was a great man
in the Scripture, after all we are glad
we have the God our brother had and
we can lean on His arm and He has
promised to never leave nor forsake
us.
We are very glad to report the
work in Des Moines is very encouraging and hearts, are being touched by
the power of God. The attendance is
very good. It seems the death of Bro,
Zooz was an awakening of God's chil
dren and has put more interest, zeal
and determination in their hearts to
push the battle against sin as never
before. In the face of all this we need
your prayers and co-operation more
than ever before.
Yours for souls,

In Him.
Sarah Bert and Workers.

H. W. Landis,

DES MOINES IOWA.

SPEINGFIELD, OHIO.

To the readers of the E. Visitor:—
Greeting in the precious Name of
Jesus.
In these Last days our mind is
much impressed with the coming of
our blessed Lord and Master, which
we all as His children believe is near
at hand the word says when the Fig
tree shoots forth its leaves know ye
that summer is near. All we as Gods
children need to do is to watch our
surroundings and we can see Prophecy
being fulfilled in reference to our
Lords return, so we would say with

"The voice of him that crieth in
the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of
the Lord, make straight, in the desert
a highway fo our God. Every valley
shall be exalted, and every mountain
and hill shall be made low: and the
crooked shall be made straight, and
the rough places plain: And the
glory of the Lord be revealed, and all
flesh shall see it together: for the
mouth of the Lord hath spoken it."
Isaiah 40:3-5. Hast thou not known,
hast thou not heard, that everlasting God, the Lord, the Creator of the
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earth, fainteth not, neither is weary?
there is no searching of his understanding. He giveth power to the
faint, and to them that have no might
be increaseth strenght, Even the
youths shall faint and be weary, and
the young men shall utterly fall. But
they that wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength: they shall
mount up with wings as eagles; they
shall run, and not be weary, and they
shall walk, and not faint." Isaiah 40:
28-31.
Alleluia! Salvation, and glory, and
honor, and power, unto the Lord our
God, Alleluia! for the Lord God omnipotent reigneth, let us be glad and rejoice and give honor to Him.
Bro. Broyles and family arrived
here Oct. 30th. He ministerer the word
to us Nov. 2nd. and 3rd. and 4th.
the beginning of our revival services
at Beulah Chapel, which were conducted by our dear Bro. L. Sholtz.
The Lord has wonderfully undertaken
for our dear Bro. Broyles and is using
him to his glory. It makes our hearts
rejoice to see what God can and does
do for and with those who wholly
yjeld themselves to Him. Bless his
name for ever. The evening of Nov.
6th. Bro. Shoaltz took up the work, and
faithfully preached the precious word.
Surely God did help him to free himself ircm the blood of every one who
sat under the sound of his voice. I
a*n glad to say that several sought the
Lord for Holiness or Santification and
found the experience real precious to
their souls. 0 how we thank God,
Our Lovefeast services were held on
Nov. 15th. and 16th. It was a precious
feast indeed. God had some of his
saints gather here from California,
Tennessee, Oklohama, Canada Penna.
and Armenia. There was blessed fellowship indeed. Our Christ was magnified and exalted. On Nov. 16th. Bro.
Broyles was ordained to the Ministerial oflice. May God bless him and use
him for the salvation of precious souls.
On Nov. 23rd. was the M, C. meeting
with a good attendance and much interest. Our hearts are made to appreciate our Christ as never before.
Eevival services continued on after
the M. C, until Thanksgiving evening
at which time six boys yielded to God,
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and three grown persons were at the
altar for a deeper experience. Praise
God for the way His Spirit does work.
The children are interested and anxious for the opportunity of giving
their hearts to Jesus. I am glad for
the way lord uses Bro. Shoaltz in
presenting the message in a clear, definite, impressive way, that all who
will can understand. May the Lord
Mess him and keep him filled up with
the theme of Holiness. It has effected
a deeper experience in my life. Glory
to His precious name. May the Lord
bless all you in Christian love.

We now have with us Bro. and Sr.
Goodling and family.
Truly we
praise God for their help. They are
looking out to buy a little place far
a home, and it looks as though it
would be possible for them to buy the
same place where we first fixed up and
lived from which we were driven.
We would encourage any one who
feels led of the Lord to help them in
anv way to do so, since they are not
rich in the worlds goods, but what
they did have, they gladlv gave for
the honor and glory of God I expect
to help Bro. Goodling all I can when
it comes to fixing a place to live. We
will be able to be a great blessing to
each other by helping one another along with the natural work. We look
forward to pushing out into new territory with the Gospel.
We wish to praise God for the wav
He has supplied our every need.
And also we do not forget to extend
thanks to the dear ones that allowed
the Father to use them in thus supulviuer the needs. We praise God that
all Indebtedness for the past vear
has been cleaned up. with the exception of 25 bushels of corn that Bro.
Musser told us to buv. For this he
furnished the mone". expecting' to receive it again from some source. During "November five Brethern were with
us. thev helped to build a wood shed

S. B. Harley, Cor.

BETHEI MISSION.
Beloved of the lord:—
Splvatn», Va.,

We come to vou in the name of the
Lord Jesus with the words of the
Psalmist in Psalm 135. We are glad
that grace and peace has been multiplied unto us. Trulv we have manv
things to praise God for as we look
at what has been accomplished
through the mightv workings of His,
T h i s **"*
glorious power.. Two years ago last o n d iiratsn. Tionse c o m b i n e d
September we came here to begin the needed badl^ for winter. Thev also
helped us to cut some wood. The
battle for souls.
cost of woodshed and wash house
The
first
year
w i t n e s s e d 12 X 20 is included in the expense bethe conversion of Sr. Stilwell, low for this report. We have tried to
and the beginning of bitter oppisition p-et a prettv good SUPPIV of things on
bv the enemv resulting in our moving hand so as to start the new vear with
into a stable, Our moving was just le«s exnense. Bv the blesinsr of God
about the beginning of the second we trust this vear we will not need
given to us. hut we trust the
vear. Then the second vear, the one so much
1
civing
will
Tie no less hut that it will
iust past witnessed the building of
turn
in
another
direction to push the
BETHEL, dedication, love feast visits
ROOTIOI iflfn another dark corner.
and help bv perhaps thirtv brethren
Before closing we wish to tell of
and sisters. And most blessed of all
the conversion of four precious souls the ^onng- man that was saved at the
from the path of sin. And the recep- altar Sunday night. The power of
tion of an aged sister from the Church God was mig-htv upon us and we could
of the Brethren. Beloved does it pay s°e that the truth went home to souls.
so spend and be spent for the Master The vonng man made a clean cut road
the author and finisher of our faith? I of confession.
Jan. 2nd. we will leave Bethel for
sa.v it more than pavs._ I am glad
our hearts are fixed to continue the a. visit over part of the brotherhood.
fight for souls. How we love to see We expect to he with Bro. H. 0. Musthe powers of darkness totter and fall ser for some meetings in Pa... in conas precious souls press their wav into nection with the Fome Mission work.
the glorious lisrht of the Gospel. "Rro Goodh'ng will look after the work
Glor^ to God it puts glorv into our while we are awav. a ministering
souls as we see the enemy retreat Pro fro™ Pa., is to assist with the
I am glad that we have a mightv Cap- work. We trust that all will contain who is able for every battle to tinue in praver for the work here.
sruide us through more than conYours for souls
ouers.
Dennv E Jennings and workers.
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OCTOBER.
RECEIPTS.
$ 5 ; Sr. D . B e n n e r , $ 2 ; B i s h o p U l e r y ,
Balance
$ .46
Sr.
R.
Wlnlsler,
$2;
Bro. Harley, $ 2 ;
ST. S c h w e n d ,
$5 ; A Brother, Pa., $25 ; Mt Joy Blhle
Class, $ 1 5 ;
David Helsey, $10;
Bro.
a n d Sr. t,. M a r t i n , SKI. T o t a l $ 6 7 . 4 6 .
P r o v i s i o n s . Sr. D a l t o n . Sr. S t i l w e l l ,
Sr. S e n a t e , Hnrhts o i l , Sr. G r e y .
EXPENDITURES.
Conference
pjlnntes and
reports,
* . 4 6 ; f t . a n d h a n l l n s r of s t o v e , $ 1 . 6 0 :
erroverles. $ 8 : 1 6 ;
honshold supplies,
$5:51;
cloth, thread
for
converts,
postage
and
stationery,
$2:86;
SR3:70:
hlhles. $ 6 : 4 4 ; seed,
$4.50;
saw, $ 4 : 5 0 ; plow, point, $ .80;
Total

42:33.

B a l a n c e on h a n d

$25:13

FOVEMBER.
RECEIPTS.
Balance, $25:13:
Palmyra Sunday
S c h o o l , $ 2 5 : B r o . E d w a r d E n g l e , SR25;
B r o , C l a y t o n Enarle, $ 5 : A S i s t e r , $ 3 .
—Total

$83.13.
EXPENDITURES.

P l a c e d t o h n l l d l o " : f u n d SR50: arrocerles. » 1 7 : S 1 :
o o s t a * r e . SR . 1 4 :
pas
tare.
1:75;
seed,
$3:68:
hlhles.
» 2 : 3 4 : poor. $5 : h o n n e t s for converts,
<R2; S t o v e , p i p e , S 1 1 : 8 * > : f a r m s u p plies. * 1 4 : 4 5 ; mdse. $7;14
Total
*116:11.
Deficit,

32:98.

RECEIPTS.
A S i s t e r . S85! A B r o t h e r . RK: B r o .
«r. E . S t a n f l V r . S I ; B r o . o p * S r s . P » , .
B r o . W i n t e r . $ 5 ; Sr. A n n a St-"nffer. S 2 ;
«13i25!
T'Jeas-'nt
Will
Snufl^
S..
<R22:87: Ta.. Tils n a m e . « 5 ; A. B r o .
" i d Sr. SR10; B r o . H e x l m e r . SR10 : B r o .
•Wise. SK10: B r o . a n d Sr. J. S h e r l r , SRI:
Hr*». s.nmT*el T.op-reneolrer- SRI: Sr. R.
S t t l w e l l . S S i S O , A. B r o . » 1 0 ; R r o f i T f f o r d S n n d i v S c h o o l . S*8:31.
Total
<Rt - » 4 : 9 3 .
T ."in:. B r o . J o h n S h e n V , I t a o l e c l o t h
Sr. E l l . E n s i l e .
EXPENDITURES.
Tleflet- SR32:98:
h n t t e - . * 3 : 1 5 : Snn.
day School treat, r e w a r d s etc., $ 6 : 9 3 :
o o s t n i r e , SRI; I n m h e r , $ 2 : 1 1 : s t r a w f « :
harness,
s t o v e e t c . , SR26:76:
t»T-n,
«2:7?;; m l s e e l n n e o n s . $ 4 : 2 6 .
Total
t e l e p h o n e f o r p a s t y e a r , $ 2 : rooflnnr,
*ni:96.
B a l a n c e on h a n d

$22:97.

B o x o f p r o v i s i o n s fro-m B r o t h e r s a n d
S i s t e r s of P a . . M n c h a p p r e c i a t e d .
We
*alj-e t h i s w a y o f e x p r e s l n a r t h a n V s
to t h e m and m a y God R l c h e l y h l e s s
each one.
Offerings p o t on t h i s r e port, placed
to hnlldlner
fund
and
nsed to p a y for w e l l ,

JANUARY 26. 19-20REPORT OF JABBOK ORPHANAGE,
for
October, November and December
"The blesing of the Lord it maketh
rich and he addeth no sorrow with it.''
Pro. 10:22.
This scripture came to us very forcibely as we thought of making out
the last report for the old year, when
we realize how our God had so marveloiisly blessed us in so many different ways.
We feel to thank the Lord for answered prayer in sending in the needed workers. Our dear Sr. Lear White
who had been in Ohio for the past
year felt the call of God upon her
heart for this place and in Nov. came
and is taking charge of the cooking
As we were yet greatly in need of
outside help as well as inside Bro. and
came here to help us till more help
Sr D. R. Eyster left their home and
would come, Bro. Eyster took charge
of the dairy beside helping in many
other ways. As we were crowded
with work. Sr. Eyster shouldered up
responsibility and was such a help
in the sewing department, in getting the clothes mended and ready for
winter. Surely they were a blessing
to the home, not only in a temporal
way but also in a spiritual way.
Bro and Sr Elmer Hoke from Ohio,
who had felt the call of the Lord on
their hearts for some time for this
place, obeyed their call and arrived
here on Christmas eve. Dec. 24th.
Surely we enjoyed their fellowship and
appreciated their willing spirit in
helping to carry the load.
Bro Hoke has charge of the dairy
and Sr. Hoke the mending, and poultry, beside being a help in many other ways.
Since our last report our twin boys
and their sister were taken out of the
Home by their parents. And we have
taken in 5 new ones who will fill their
place. Making our family of children
(47) forty seven.
We wish to thank all those who
have so liberally shared of their
means to help carry on this work.

Sr., Thomas Okla. $ 1 7 : 7 5 ; Bro. and
Sr. Joe. E s h e l m a n , Sedgwlek, Kans.,
$ 2 0 ; Abilene chnrch, Abilene, Kans.,
$25;
T h r a s h i n g donated Mr. Blair,
Thomas, Ohla., $ 5 : 2 5 ; I g n a t n s Aler
San Francisco, Cal., $5 ; Peter Bucher,
S e w , Paris Ind., $ 2 5 ; Lizzie Landis,
Mechaniscburg, Pa., $ 1 ; Aaron Switzers, Thomas Okla., $ 1 0 ; Ida Sollenberger and daughter, Hazelton, K a n s .
$ 1 0 ; Ablene Chnrch, Abilene Kans.,
$ 2 5 : H a m l i n , Kans., Chnrch, $ 1 1 ^ : 7 1 ;
Emma Long, S. S., Class, Rosebank,
Kans., $ 4 : 5 5 ; Jacob E s h l e m a n Sedgw i c k Kans., SIO; Springfield chnrch.
Gospel, "Wagon, Proceeds, $ 1 8 . 7 0 ; Jesse
and Martha W i s e N e w Carlisle, Ohio,
$ 1 0 ; Mr, and Mrs. Sannders, Thomas,
Okla., $ 5 ;
Jacob Scheafer, China,
Cal., $ 2 0 ;
W i l l i n g Workers Class,
Hope, Kans., $ 5 ; J. H. Bert, Abilene,
Kans., $ 5 : S. G. Lady, Abilene, Kans.,
$ 5 ; Bro. Sollenberger Hazelton, Kans.,
$ 5 ; A Brother, E l l z a b e t h t o w n , Pa.,
$ 1 5 ; Snsle Mc Cann, N e w Carlisle, $ 5 ;
Monntaln, V i e w , S. S., Straw, Calif.,
$ 7 : 1 0 : B e t h e l T h a n k s g i v i n g offering,
Detroit, Kans., $ 1 0 : 6 9 ; Rnth Cirton,
Abilene, Kans., $ 1 ; Rosebank, S. S.,
Hope, Kans., $ 1 1 : 0 6 ; J. N. E n g l e ,
Abilene, Kans., $ 5 ;
Bro. Camblll,
Leedy, Okla., $ 1 0 ; .
Other Donations.
Clothing
Bethel
Sewing
Circle,
Abilene, Kans., A. pony g i v e n by Bro.
Aaron Swltzer, Thomas, Okla., 10 bn.
corn for corn meal, s w e e t potatoes,
h o m e made soap, and c l o t h i n g g i v e n
b y Bro. and Sr. J. R. Eyster, Thomas,
Ohla., 2 b e e v e s , by R. Ii. Eyster.
Thomas, Okla., c l o t h i n g b y Sr. B a r men, Rnmoia, Kans., pears., and a p p l e s
H a r v e y Groves, Aline, Okla., Cookies,
by Sr. D. E. Eyster, Thomas Okla..
Clothing by S. P. G. Hoffman Abilene,
Kans., Sr. J. H. Glsh, Abilene, Kans.,
2 coats, Sr. Jacob Hoover, Manlslleld,
Ohio, c l o t h i n g , Clothing by Alma Boll i n g e r , Detroit, S e w i n g Circle, K a n s ,
4 8 lbs. meat b y Wm. Alvls, Thomas,
Okla., 4 0 b a l e s of h a y I. E. Book
Thomas, Okla., 2 trees donated by G.
A. Swltzer Thomas, Okla., 2 0 0 lbs of
g r a h a m nonr and J but. pop corn by
H. J. Friesen, Wentherford, Okla.,
Treats for the children for Christmas
g i v e n b y Aaron Switzer, Enrl Books,
Harry Eyster, John Frymires, also t h e
T e l e p h o n e Manager all of Thomas
Okla.,
"We solicite yonr prayers for the
c o m i n g year.

EXPENDITURES.

Gas, 2:45; electric, $1:26; water,
rent, $3:75; groceries, household, etc.
$34:21; special, $3;
December.
RECEIPTS.

Brought forward $46:58; E. H.
Carlyon, $3; Demmie Bland, $3;
James, Philip, $4; Bertie S. S., Stevensville Out,, $4; S. B. Hess, $10;
Mrs. Killins, $1; Wesley Herimer, $5;
Sr. Fanny Heise, $5; Grantham, Ps.,
S. S., $25:52; W. F. Augustine; $10;
A Bro. Elizabethtown, Pa., $10; Benj.
Climenhaga $1;
EXPENDITURES.

__Gas, $3:45; eletric, $2:22; 4 ton
coal, $44:80; hot water tank, $23:85;
household, etc., $31:88.
Balance on hand $62:90.
Provisions were donated by the following named. Bro. and Sr, Jene
Climenhaga, Sister Margret Carver,
and Mary Hagehmeyes.
We thank all who have shared in
supplying our need temporal need.
And we solicit special interest in the
prayers of God's people that we may
be blessed with all spiritual blessing
in Christ Jesus. We are truly encouraged in the Lord but at times a
sense of spiritual burden and responsibility seems to press heavily upon
us. It means so much to be always in
the place where one can pray
through and receive the grace and
strengh necesary to overcome all.
This we know to be our only but also
all sufficient resource.
Your Bro. and Sr. in the hope of
Jesus soon coming.
G. E. and Effie Whitler.

Yonrs in t h e hope of h i s c o m i n g .
P. B. Frlsen w i f e , and "Workers.
4 »>

FINANCIAL,.
Bro.
Smith,
Leedy,
Okla.,
$5 5
E d w a r d E n g l e , W e s t Milton, Ohio,
$ 2 5 ; Playmyra, S. S., Pa., $ 2 5 ; J. R.
T. A. F r a n k l i n , Upland Cal., for Wal_
E y s t e r Upland, Cal., for W a l n n t s , $ 5 ;
n n t s , $ 1 ; Leedy, S. S., Lcedy, Okla.,
9 1 3 : 2 6 ; B. S. Herr, Cambridge City,
Ind., $ 2 5 ; V a l l e y Chapel, S. S., Can.
t o n , Ohio, $ 1 7 ; A. Ii. E l s e n h o w e r and
w i f e , Pasadena, Cal., $ 5 ; David Barkman P e n t o n , 111., $ 5 ; Martha W h i t e ,
T h o m a s Okla., $ 2 : 2 5 ; A Brother and
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BUFFALO MISSION REPORT.
November.
"RroiiP-M forward *5R:7S: Demmie
T*Und. *4r:50: James Philiu. $4: E
rT. forlvon. $3: Jesse Winsrer, $1;
Weslev Hemmer. *5: W. A. Booth.
MO- Bro, and Sr. Ehlers. $5: Bern".
Cober $2.

PHILADEPHIA MISSION.
"I will say of the Lord, He is my
refuge and my fortress: my God, in
him will I trust."
Truely the Lord is a refuge and
fortress to them that love Him. He
is such a great Father that these little minds of ours cannot fathom what
the Lord has in store for His children.
I praise God that He gives us a little
glimpse of His greatness sometimes.

li
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It is 10 blesed to know that we are
heirs and joint heirs with Christ, if
we are faithful.
The things oi the world look so
•mall to me when 1 thirnc of Jesus and
Ex» lore to fallen humanity. I wonder
if we realize what it has cost Jesus
to redeem us and set us free l And yet
there are so many that don't care to
hear about uhrist. we find that the
crowds follow the things of the world
and worldly amusements. There are
only a few tha twant the things of
God. We praise God there are still a
few here and there that confess then
sins and want to follow the Lord.
The wont at the mission is going on
at usual. We had a good meeting
last night, while the Old year passed
away and the ftew Year was ushered
in.
When we look back over the Old
Year we see so many places, where we
have failed. By Gods help we want
to profit by those failures and make
this year a better one. If the Lord
spares us.
We are looking for His coming at any
time. Are we ready to meet Him?
It is our privilege to be ready.
We thank all the dear ones who
have contributed to our needs. May
the Lord bless you all. Continue to
pray for us and the work at this place.
EEPOET FOE mV. & DEC. 1919.
RECEIPTS.

Mission Offering $28:15; Sadie
Hastier, Elicabethtown, Pa., $5; A
Bro. Eapho., Dist., Lane, Co., Pa., $25;
Marstersonville S. S., $30; Sr. Hykes,
$1; Bro. Wolgemuth, Lane. Co., Pa.
$15; Bro. Ploutz, Leb. Pa., $10; Bro.
Brinier, Elizabethtown $4; Valley
Chapel, S. S., Ohio, $13-13.
—Total $131:28.
Other Donations.

A Bro, Florin, Pa., Bro. Wingert,
Chambersburg, Pa., Bro. Herr, Ohio,
Sr. Mary Xindig, S S., class Souderton Pa., Sr. Mary Stover, Bro. Bender,
Bro. Freed, Souderton Pa., Sr. Goodman, Eapho Dist., Lane. Co., Pa.
EXPENDITURES.

Eunning expenses
Poor Fund. $89:46.

including

the

December.
Mission Offering $11:32; Bro. and
Sr. Pfautz, Leb. Pa., Mary McNeal
Chambersburg, Pa., $10; Mary Kindig,
Hatifield, Pa., $2; A. Bro. Eapho.,
Dist., Lane, Co., Pa. $10; A. Bro.
Elizabethtown, Pa., $10; Bro. D. A.
Myers, Ohio, $10; N. Hampton, Ohio,
$10.—Total. $54:32.
EXPENDITURES.

Eunning expenses including the
Poor Fund. $81:61.
Balance on hand Dec. 1, $41:82.
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 14:53.
Yours in the Master's service.
Mary Wenger and Workers.
3 4 2 3 N. Second St.,

UPLANL CALIF.
Report of Church Dedication and Bible
Conference.

Dear Eeaders Greeting:—
"But they that wait upon the Lord
shall renew their strength; they shall
mount up with wings as eagles; they
shall run and not weary; they shall
walk and not faint:" Isa. 40:41;
We truly believe this Scripture has
been fulfilled in the hearts and lives
of God's children many times.
We as a church were looking forward for a long time when we could
worship in our new church building,
and the time finally when on Thanksgiving day we assembled for the first
time in the main auditorium of the
building for a union service in which
were represented Mennonites, Nazarenes, Methodist, Presbytrians and
Episcopalians.
The pastor of the St Marks Episcop
al Church, E. P. Eubanks used for his
text Deut. 33:28; "The eternal God
is thy refuge and underneath are the
everlasting arms."
The following
Sunday Nov. 30 the dedication service
was held at 2:30 P. M. with a crowded house.
Bishop. C. C. Burkholder had charge
and preached the dedication sermon
from II Samuel 7: 27. "For thou, 0
Lord of hosts, God of Israel, hast revealed to thy servant saying, I will
build the an house; therefore hath
thy servant found in his heart to pray
this prayer unto thee."
The following Tuesday Nov. 2 Bible
Conference commenced, and continued
four days.) The first number on the
program was, "Purpose of Bible Con-
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ference," by Bish. C. C. Burkholder.
After suitable remarks and admonitions were given Sr. Sophia Schaefer
spoke on. "How to safeguard children's minds from the present day
evils." The thought brought out was
the necessity of having a good foundation, and, as children are naturally
active, the need of keeping them busy,
as an ilde brain is the devile's workshop." Win the child's confidence and
win the child for Christ and the
church; destroy the devil's traps and
speak well of Christ and His Church.
Sr. Ida Swartzendruber told us how
we should have our luxuries yielded
to the necessity of others. Some principal thoughts were; A praying mother, who are the others? Have we any
luxuries?
without partiality and
without respect of person or race and
selfdenial.
"How can the brakes be put on the
wheels of progress in Sunday School
work?" Bro B. L. Byer.
The thought was advanced that
nearly all vehicles need brakes, but
we should know when and where to
apply them. We were admonished to
progress in prayer Bible study and the
Holy Spirit, and in missionary work.
We either progress or retrograde,
Many united hands or workers make
light work.
Afternoon Session Dec. 2.

Christ's Second Coming.
Elder J. H. Wagaman.
Many scripture were referred to and
read and truly the saints were comforted with these words, and the Holy
Spirit repealed the truth as found in
the Bible.
"What can, we do to safeguard our
people against the present day tendency to undermine
the
fundamentals of the Christian faith?" Eld.
J. B. Leaman, Some present day evils
named were Fashions false Literature
Modern Holiness professions.
We
were exhorted to "Contend earnestly
for the faith once delivered to the
saints." Infidels, critics, scepties and
atheists have bombarded this foundation but it stands sure, Admonition
was given to cry against these evils
or your blood will be required at God's
hand.
W e d e n s d a y Dec 8.

"Spiritual Giving." By Bro. Jacob
Wenger. He told of spiritual gifts,
such as love and kindness to God; also compared giving for honor and giving according to God's word.
"Bible Ordinances," Eld. Jesse E.
Eyster.
"Power of prayer," Sr. Ada Bert,
substitude for Sr. Edna Wagaman.
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Afternoon Dec. 5.
Thru prayer much can be accomplished for God. A letter was read
"Power of the Home." Bro. B. P
from Sr. Wagaman who was not per- Swartendruber.
mitted to be present.
A Christian* home more like Heaven
than any other place on this earth.
Afternoon Dec. 3.
"Methods of teaching Primary Class
"Fashions of the Day." Sr. Elizabeth (exmplified) Sr. Fannie Burkholder.
Winger. A few thoughts were given.
Blackboard Illustrations a means of
Fashions cater to the underworld appealing to the child through the
the world appreciates a sensible dress, senses.
extravagavance, graft and Profiteer"Signs of the Times." Eld P. J
ing.
Wiebe.
"Christs Second Coming Elder J. H.
Knowledge shall be increased;
Wagaman.
liberarlity of God's people in recent
"Bible description of a Believer."
years; they shall be purified, made
Bro. Isaac Eyer. He referred to faith- white and tried; the wicked are doful Abraham, Philip and the Eunoch, ind wickedly, and run like lightning.
with many scriptural references. __ Remarks were fellowed with a number of Bible references.
Thursday Dec. 4.
"Impressions of this Bible Conference."
Open discussion
"The Power of Song," Bro. Hiram
This liberty was enjoyed by many
Alderfer.
"Christs second Coming," Eld. J. H. during these services. Dinner and
supper were served in the basement.
Wagaman
"Leakage in the Congregation; its Saturday Dec. 6 we had our fall Love
Feast and also all _day .meeting on
cure." Eld. John Frymire.
Unity among the officials; unity Sunday which was well attended.
among the members; and unity in Evangelistic services were held each
the Church a power for God. To be fill- evening during Bible Conference and
ed with the Spirit was given as the a week following many were out at
the altar, some for forgiveness of sins,
cure.
some to renew their covenant with
Afternoon Dec. 4.
God and some for santcification an<l
"Who is responsible for the pres- the Baptism of the Holy Spirit.
ence and conduct of Sunday School
These services were conducted by P.
pupils?" Bro. W. Jacob Scheafer. A J. Wiebe, Eld. J. H. Wagaman of
few points given were, parents not Tulare, and Eld. John Frymire of
obedient to the Lord, see ourselves Thomas, Okla. and were well attended
as our neighbor sees us, and see our- and we believe much good has been
selves as our enemy sees us then see done. Dec. 21 we had Baptismal serourselve as God sees us. Confess your vices when two sisters and one Bro.
faults one to another.
were received into church fellowship.
"Bible Ordinances." Eld. J. R.
The Lord has been talking to many
Eyster. Should be kept by God's hearts during these services. We
people, although many Churches have have quite a few visitors here with us
laid aside nearly all Bible ordinances. this winter from different parts of
"Influence of Literature. Bro. Paul United States and Canada. A hearty
Engle. Literature is thought express- welcome is extended to all who come
ed Classical literature, history, popu- west to meet with us at this place.
lar or present day literature, Bible Pray that the work of God may prosper. Cor.
literature. The Book of all Books.
F r i d a y Dec. 5.

"Sanctification as a Definite Work
of Grace." Sr. Malinda Eyster. Begins
in Justification, pardon of sins, empowerment for service, nomiated and
elected, with a number of references.
"Bible Ordinances." Eld. J. R.
Eyster.
"What can be done to stimulate the
activities of the Church in mission
work." Eld. J. H. Byer.
We were told of the mission work
that has been done by our church
in the past twenty two years and the
progress that was made, and also possibilities for the future if we keep
filled with the Spirit.
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Hirman Alderfer.
TESTIMONY.

it

awhile I claimed to be sanctified but
I soon found I was not living the
victorious life, which I thot a sanctified person ought to live.
The following Spring I attended
General Conference at Black Creek
and during the evangelistic services
there was a test made as to how many
knew they were saved and sanctified
Rather than to feel embarassed I
stood up with others. There have
been times, too, since then that when
a test of that kind was made, I stood
when I felt I ough tnot to have done
so.
I often felt real burdened and tho*.
I made an effort during revival meetings to get right, I would get to doubting again.
About four years ago. while Bro.
Zook was holding meetings in our
district, the burden became so heavy
again, so one night I went to the
altar. I sought the Lord for a pure
heart and of course claimed to receive
what I was looking for but somehow
I didn't feel satisfied. The thot would
present itself to me that perhaps I
vasn't really saved and I became to
troubled about it, so decided to go to
the altar again another night and
have the matter settled. I told them
my justified experience wasn't clear to
me.
I praise God that He came to my
help. There were a few little things
I had to confess but I'm glad "if we
confess our sins He is faithful and
just to forgive us and to cleanse ut
from all unrighteousness."
I realize that nothing can fully satisfy but Jesus, therefore I'm determined to live my life for Him.
I believe Jesus is soon coming and
I want to be among those who art
ready.
Your unworthy sister,
Mary Lehman.
Carlisle, Pa.,

There is a story of an Arab beggar
who sat at the gate of a rich man's
house on whose bouty he depended.
One day the rich man needed a messenger for instant service, and seeinf
th bggar, called upon him, whereupon
th ebeggar haughtily replied: "I solicit alms: I do not run errands." Is
not this the practical replyy of the
refuse to have a part in carrying His
thousands who claim God's grace yet
urgent message to th elost?—Selected.

Dear readers of the Visitor family—
Greeting in Jesus' dear Name.
Have felt impressed to give a little
of my experience for the Visitor so by
God's help I will do so.
When I was but a small child the
Lord began to talk to me and gave
me a dedre to live a Christian Life.
A few vears later, during a revival
effort. I got into darkness and doubt"My soul waitheth for t h e Lord
ed whether I was saved and it was
during these meetings that I made more t h a n they t h a t watch for t h e
an effort to get right with God. For morning Psa. 130:6-
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be bestowed where there is no real
need, while thousands of poor children haven't enough food to allay
their hunger and hardly sufficient
™ " a r t l c l e w a s «**««» *°* o « in the fear of God." II Cor. 7 : 1 ; clothes to keep them warm. Could
Young People'* column of the Visitor, h a g p r e S e n t e d h i s " b o d y a l i v i n g not we as a band of Christian
by my father Levi Herr, who 1. now sacrifice, h o l y , a c c e p t a b l e t o G o d " young people set a better example
In Glory.
The original manuscript R o m _ 1 2 : 1 ; haS p u r g e d " h i m s e l f before the world this year—pracwas In one of our Family Bible.. In f r Q m ^ J t h e g e » t h u g beCOmng a
tice a little deeper self-denial than
these days of unrestraint In the world << v e g s e l u n t o h o n o r , Sanctified a n d
ever before. Have we grace enough
at large, and w h e n Gods children m e e t f o r t h e M a s t e r ' g u g e ; a n d p r e .
and do we love the poor enough to
should. "Look not e v e r y m a n o n h i s pared unto every good work." II
deny ourselves the plasures of beo w n t h i n g s , but a l s o on t h e t h i n g s Tim- 2:21.
stowing the usual gifts to our
of others,"
I t h o u g h t it m i g h t be
But now we don't know every- friends, and send the money to our
h e l p f u l to h a v e It reprinted, as Christ,
thing yet by any means; yea, we mission workers? Even father
mas t i m e is n e a r i n g a g a i n . 1 b e l i e v e
now just begin to learn of Jesus, and mother, if they are wholly folthe needs of t h e field are e v e n more
the one "meak and lowly in heart." lowng the Lord, would be willing
numerous n o w t h a n at t h a t t i m e
If we truly mean what we say to do without their usual gift for
with the
Today while at work, my mind
poet in the above hymn such a worthey cause. Or, to come
was much occupied in things con- " A n 1 h a v e is His today," He will still closer home, how many thngs
cerning the work of the Lord, and m a k e s o m e demands of us, and the that we intended getting for our
I felt led to make an appeal to Our self-denial will go a great deal own satisfaction and enjoyment,
Young People through the Visitor, deeper than it ever did for us be- could we do without, that we might
have more to send to the poor.
While according to my number of * o r e
Now let us all take this matter
years, I have stepped out a little This brings me to the appeal the
beyond your ranks, yet in spirit, Lord laid on my heart today. to the Lord in earnest prayer and
When I read in the last Sept. 20 let us not do all talking but let us
I am one of you.
You know Jesus said "If any Visitor, the calls for help from our do some listening too, to hear what
man will come after me, let him mission workers at the various He will have to say to us- Probabdeny himself, and take up his cross places, I felt burdened for them, ly by a little united effort, the
daily and follow me." St." Luke and this increased until the Lord question could be agitated in the
9:23- Now in the first place, of showed me what to do. Some of S. S., and thereby have a more
course this self-denial means to those dear saints have been in the wide-spread influence. Oh, may
leave off and forsake our former field for years without any corn- there be active "Do Wthout
sinful habits and vain ambitions pensation of a material nature. Bands" in every school and church
and amusements, making heart- This means a great deal more all over the Brotherhood! Each
felt penitent confession to God and self-denial than the most of us school could decide where they
man, humbly begging their for- know; and, while we are not all would send their self-denial offergiveness; then by faith receive the called to such work, there is not; ing, then ask those workers to
gift. Now that we have begun °ne of us but may have a part with write to them telling of some of
a new life, it means too that we them in the work if we will just their experience in working among
put away our worldly vain appear- admit a little practical self-denial the poor, getting them first into
the S. S., then to accept Salvation
ance; we want now to look like m o u r lives.
Christians, as well as to act like
Now dear young people, you and then to take their place as felthem. Having then gotten rid of know Christmas time is coming, lowlaborers in the work of the
all things that intervened between <uid while it brings great joy and Master. These letters read before
us and God to yield ourselves to comfort to the heart, of the true the Sunday School would have a
Him as the poet has so beautifully Christian to think of that precious tendency to increase the interest in
outlined in hymn No. 412 in our gift, the Babe of Bethlehem, yet the worthy effort. Then again
hymnal. (God bless the authors on the other hand, it pains his some of us may have some pretty
and also the one who selected it very soul to see how far short the hard struggles followed by blessed
for our use).
world comes from imitating the victories, in going through on this
Oh blessed condition of the soul blessed pattern of Him who came practical self-denial line and you
who has "laid aside every weight of such lowly birth. Aside from may be led of the Lord to write
and the sin that doth so easily be- the abominable jolifications parti- back to the missions some account
set iis." Heb. 1 2 : 1 ; has been cipated in by the masses of people, of your experiences, with some
cleansed from "all filthiness of the think of the enormous outlay of words of encouragement to the
flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness money for gifts and delicacies to workers and the mission children.

JANUARY 26. 19-20These letters mght.be helped too
in giving the children more drawing to the mission. Some may feel
led to send their offerings to the
workers for their own personal
needs, which duty ought not be
overlooked or neglected either.
Permit me to give another
thought with its corresponding
scripture to strengthen it. Many
people give only when they have
something they don't especially
need or something they don't care
much for, providing it is not too;
much; but Jesus set us a much better example than this as the
Apostle puts it in II Cor- 8:9—
"Though He was rich yet for your
sakes He became poor, that ye
through His poverty might be
rich." Beloved, here is self-denial.
Oh let us imitate this blessed example, and give until we miss it
somewhat, if we do become a little poorer in temporal things that
some of those poor children might
be rich and in that day deceive us.
Luke 16:9. Admonished by the
Apostle to "Abound in this grace
also"—II Cor. 8:7, just prove the
Lord according to Mai. 3:10, and
see if the promise will not be verified to you, and this Christmas season be the happiest of your life.
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THE JUST PATH.
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WHAT PER CENT DOES GOD PAY?
Dear Readers of the Visitor:—

"But the path of the just is as the
Greeting to you in Jesus' Name.
shining light, which shineth more and
more unto the perfect day." Prov. 4:
We enjoy reading the Visitor at
18.
our house.
God expects of us that we live just.
There has been so much in about
Christ is our example. He has trodden
tithing
in the past year I felt to
the way before us. Why should we
write
of
a little that has crossed
wonder at His way and try to find
our
path—
Once the baby needed
other ways. How few we find who reala new coat very much. We waited
ly stand out for the right.
a few days hardly knowing if we
This just path is one that is full
should send $10. of tithe money
of joy and happiness. We read in Psa.
we had saved or borrow some of
16:11. "Thou wilt shew in the path
it to buy the coat. We decided to
of life. In thy presence is fulness of
send it to the mission.
joy; at thy right hand are pleasures
In a few weeks a dear sister
forevermore." The people of this
world are seeking pleasure and satis- told me she had a real good child's
faction but nothing can equal the hap- coat she would give me if I could
use it. She said she had prayed
piness of the just.
the
Lord to give her the opportunWe read in Job. 28:1-8. "There is
ity
to
speak about the coat to me
a path which no fowl knoweth and
if it was His will. Once I made
which the vultner's eye hath not
two dresses for two little girls.
seen: the lion's whelps have not trodSomething said I should be workden it, nor the lion passed by it."
ing on dresses for my own baby
When we are on this path we need
but God knew, for a frend brought
not be afraid for the Lord will keep
me seven dresses for her a few
us from evil."
days later. We ask an interest in
As we go along this way, we must your prayers. Let us invest with
lend a helping hand, to others. So God.
many are-in sin and wickedness, and
trying to find new ways to get to
An unworthey sister,
Heaven. My prayer is that we we
Edith France.
may all lend a helping hand.
Levi Herr.
"Dark clouds sometimes appear,
•»«»
While walking on this way;
THE DOUBT D I S P K t L E R
But then the Sun. of Eighteousness,
We failed to get this splendid
A theological student went to his
Will drive these clouds away.
article in time to reach our readold professor and asked permission to
This is a lovely road,
ers with it before Christmas but
submit his doubts in writing. "Oh,
Be firm and true and pure;
we trust its admonitions will be tathat is not necessary. Bead your
On Jesus Christ the solid rock
ken to heart at once and if this is
Bible." "I have." "Bead the Gospel
We make our home secure.
done there can be much good acof John." "I have." "Did you pray
Come, all ye children dear,
complished during the coming
before you read it?" "No." "Well
Where saints can all agree;
year.—Ed.
go to your room and get down on your
Upon this road, God's children go,
knees and pray for light and then
In love and unity.
read it." He took the advice and soon
Then when we all get home,
forgot that he had any doubts.
"And now abideth faith hope To meet our children there,
charity these three but the great- Around our Father's Throne on high —Kings Busniness.
est of these is Charity."
The golden crown to wear ."
Floyd M. Wingert-

MAKING A SAFE WORLD.

It is better to save men out of the
world
than to make the world safp.
"Jesus Wept."
for men to live in. And strange to
"Ye shall seek me, and find me
say, the more men who are thus saved,
when ye search for me with all
"Behold I am vile; what shall the safer becomes the world in which
your heart." Jer. 29:13
I answer thee?" Job 40:4.
they live.—Gray.—King business.

Oh that I knew where I might
find him!—Job. 23:3.
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SCHOOL NOTES.
The first term of this school year is now over. The
work as a whole has gone nicely. The presence of the
Lord was here to strengthen, guide and bless. While
many institutions seek the favor of man, we find
great blessing in seeking above all things else, the
favor of God. The term has not only been a help
to develop the intellect but as well many have
received spiritual aid. To Him who has redeemed
us with his own precious blood be all the glory.
The week off at Christmas gives time for preparation for the winter and spring terms. The winter
term is usually the most largely attended. This
season the fall term was more largely attended than
some of the winter terms have been in the past.
From this, and reports that come, we are expecting
an increase for the next term which will enlarge the
student body beyond what it ever has been.
Why is the work increasing ? It is due to a consecrated faculty, a helpful board of managers, and
the most of the church who are aiding to make the
work a success. Our young people are seeing that
they are getting as good training in the church
school as in the other institutions of the land. Since
they can get credit for work completed at the Bible
School they are beginning to take up the work
here. In other places the student is quite often required to take part in programs tec, that are questionable and especially out of place where the prayer
veiling is worn. Our people have been accused of
being in favor of ignorance because they did not
send their children through the secular schools of
our land. This accusation is false for the lack in
sending children through high school was on account
of the teaching and general surroundings. Many of
our sons and daughters have refused to accept Christ
on the ground that they could not follow Him fully
and go to school. A few have gone through secular
schools and stood true but not many.. Others who
put God first stayed away from school and thus
chose not to risk getting an education among
those who might be the means of aiding them in
loosing out in their soul. Our girls, boys, and
parents who refused to go on to -school for the rea
son that they felt unsafe should not be blamed
too strongly.
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When the young people leave the Bble School they
can always feel and know that the workers have
a concern for their welfare. Prayers are offered for
the former students. It is said that prayers of a.
family for the relation at large have a great binding
effect. Any one who ever has been a student at the
Bible School belongs to the family. You who are now
in foreign fields; you who are now in work in the
home field; and those who are in the regular work of
life can know that prayers are being offered for God
to make each life what it should be. Also the former
student is a great encouragement to the work. All
work of God needs a holding and falling together to
be asucess for the Mastr's cause.
Dear students, where ever you are stand true to
God. Do not let the vain show of the world carry you
off your feet. Stand firmly for Jesus and you shall
reap a righteous reward.
Several miles from the Bible School lived a boy who
eomnleted his education at Grantham in preparation
for future development and usefulness. Five years
of his life were spent with us and Russel is . known
to many of the students. After being at the school
for some time, Russel was converted and joined the
Church. His parents do not belong to ur people but
thrv did not discourage their only son coming this
wav. The large circle of friends will be grived to
know that death has suddenly taken Russel from
time into eternity. Brother Firestone was a promising young manWe are all looking forward to a great spiritual
feast at Bible Conference. Come praying and God
will not disappoint us. This conference is not merely
a local concern but for the whole church.
During the Christmas vacation some of the faculty and students are away aiding in revival efforts.
Elder J. A. Climenhaga is holding a special service
at the Lancaster Mission for the United Zion Children.
T' |
The Visitor is a splendid means of keeping in
touch with the many friends of the school and form
er students. If Jesus delays His comin may the New
Year prove a great blessing to all and a year that
each one's life may tell for God-

(Continued from page 3)

A CORRECTION.
We have young people who have finished school ing with Pauls injuction in Romans 6:11-13; While
who now feel so sorry that they had to attend a non it is true that the new born babe in Christ is not as a
christian institution. However this is not true of rule conscious of the inherent depravity of his naall who have attended secular schools.
ture but he soon will be and it is in this realm where
For this reason our peple appreciate the Church the things mentioned by Peter exist. The laying
School and are sending their children to this place aside is not a mental resolution to do so but a defeeling assured that all that possibly can be done finit act preformed thru the power and baptism
is done for their sons and daughtersof the Holy Spirit,
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Foreign Missionary D e p a r t m e n t
God: I will strengthen thee; yea,
I will help thee;_ yea- I will uphold the with the right hand of
my righteousness."
This evening finds us in Hong
Kong, a pretty island on the southeastern coast of that great country
called "China."- We arrived here
on Nov. 15th. after a very delightful voyage of about four weeks,
with a few stop enrouts viz., Honululu, Yokohama, Nagasaki, Shaghai, and Hong Kong.
The entire trip thus far has been
enjoyed by our entire party, not
having much seasickness we have
much to be thankful for. We had
very little rough weather on the
journey. In the China sea which
is usually rough we had smooth
sailing, the sea along this coast is
very shallow, which accounts for
such severe storms. I think it is
no deeper than Lake Erie. The
residents on its shores will know
the effect of a storm on a shallow
body of water. This section is often swept with typhoons, which
some say cover a large area sometimes.
The city in which we are now
not. staying is called "Victoria" and
not Hong Kong as many of us
thought. The explanation is this.
Hong Kong is an island about
thirty miles long and possibly from
Our prayer is, that the Lord will two to three miles in width belongprosper this work according to His ing to the British- On this island
own good will and
pleasure, is a city which is the captial
esjecially in view of the open door named Victoria, a city of four
to the Moslem people at this time, hundred thousand people, many of
some of whom are already inquirthem being Europeans and Ameriing for the Gospel. Will we bring
cans. I have been in this city for
it to them? Yes.
nearly two weeks and have been on
Jacob N Engle. almost all the principal streets yet
I have not seen a horse. They
use oxen to pull the city street
LEAVING HONGKONG.
sprinkler.- I must say that they
get
there at a fair rate of speed
Dear readers of the Visitor:—
too. I think it takes them about
Greeting you with Isaiah 41:10: five minutes to go a block.
"Fear thou not; for I am with the. On Dec. 1st. we are due to leave
be not dismayed; for I am thy Hong Kong for Singapore, a city

THE MISSIONARY CAMPAIGN.
Just having returned home after being with the Armenian
Brethren for about three weeks in
the Campaign, I can say, to me it
was An enjoyable association, of
fellowship and unity. Not only
with them but also with the many
Brethren with whom we met.
We found ready and willing response on the part of the Church
at every place we were._ While
there were some very liberal responses, even beyond that which
they were able as the Apostle says,
there were some who could easily
have done more. We find it much
as the preacher said of the three
brothrs, Gold, silver, and coper
who must carry on the mission
work, that Bro. Gold is hard to
get out of his hiding.- We are glad
that. -"There is that scattereth
and yet increaseth, and there is
that withholdeth and tendeth to
poverty,"- The offerings, cash and
pledges, from the beginning of the
Campaign, total about twelve
thousand dollars, besides a number
who have volunteered to suport an
Armenian Orphan for one year
which is $50;_ Each, We certainly
would be glad to add more to this
list, so if the Lord lays this duty
on any heart, send in your name
and it will be added to the list.

Bish. .J. N. Engle, Abilene, Kans
Eld. D. W. Heise, Gromley, Ont., Contributing Editors.
Eld. S. G. Engle, Treasurer, 4014
Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.
MISSIONARY ADDRESSES.
AFRICA.
Bish. H. P. and Grace Steiserwald. Eld.
H. J . and Emma Frey, Miss Hannah Baker,
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
H. Fiances ,Davidson, Macha Mission
Ohorasi, N. W. Rhodesia, H. Afr'ca
Walter O. and Abbie B. Winger, Sr. Sal
lie Doner, Misg Sadie Book, Miss Cora Alvis, Miss Mary Heisey, Bro. Lewis and Sr.
Elizabeth
Steckley
Mtshabezi
Mission,
I . O. and Alice Lehman, Box 5263
Johannesburg, Transvaal, S. Africa.
Harvey and Naomi Lady, Lourenco
Marques, Portuguese, East Africa.
Eld. A. 0. Winger, Matopa Mission, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
Eld. Myron and Adda Taylor, Sikalonga
Mission, Choma, N. Bhodeiia S. Africa.
INDIA.
Eia. H. L. and Katie Smith, Buth Byer,
Saharsa, Bhogaipur dist., B. & N. Wn.
By., India.
D. E . and Lottie Bohrer, Anita Zarger,
Supaul, B. & N. W. By. India.
Effie Bohrer, Dauram Madhipura, N.
Bhagalpur, B. & N. W. By. India.
Eld. Amos D. M. and Nellie Dick, Saharsa,
N. Bhagalphur Dirt., B . and If. W. By,
Anna M. Steckley
India.
Bahaglpur Dis't., B. N. By., India.

at the lower point of the Malay
peninsula and only about three degrees north of the Equator, the
place which people say is very hot.
We are booked to sail on the S. S.
Tjikembang, a steamer on the Java
Lijn Line, owned by the Dutch.
We m u s t c h a n g e ships at
Singapore, which we hope will be
our last change. We are trying to
get a ship which will take us to
Calcutta from Singapore but according to'information which we
received we may have to land at
Madras, a city on the east coast of
India, and about three day train
ride to Caucutta.
While we are going about with
our summer clothes on, the people
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in America are no doubt enjoying
winter's chillng breeze- We have
not seen a frost this side of
America. The flowers are blooming and the trees are covered- with
green leaves, with the natives
thronging the streets in their bare
feet.
We have been favored with good
health thus far for which we nave
reasons to be thankful to our
Heavenly father. He is caring for
us and is supplying all of our
needs. We are glad for the previlege of asking Him for the tilings
we need. He has thus answered
prayer for us several times. Several times wniie upon the sea when
the waves were dashing nigh and
our bodies almost made sick by the
continuous tossing of the ship,
it was our privilege to pray to God
for comfort. He surely did comfort
us, and very often He delivered us
from pain, for these things we owe
much to God. We ever want to
serve Him for all He has done for
us, We are much glad also to know
that at least some are praying
for us on this journey. May God
richly bless you all is our prayer.

effort of theirs was much appreciated, not for the value of what
they gave as much as the fact that
they were learning to give to the
Master's cause.
Shelters for sleeping, one for the
men, and one for the women, were
built of grass tied vertically on a
frame work of poles- Two such
shelters but much smaller, were
put up under trees and were called
inquiry rooms for those to pray
in who sought the Lord or advice
of the Workers. We are glad to
say that these rooms were in continued use during the week's meetings, several times being too small
.to receive the inquirers after a service. We believe that some who
were troubled received help and
comfort, and some found Him
whom they desired.

Yours seeking lost souls.
C. E. HeiseDec. 1, 1919.

SOUTH AFRICAN
CONFERENCE NOTES (cont)
NATITB REVIVAL, SERVICES.

There is considerable work necessary to be done to provide shelter, food, and adequate means for
cooking for four hundred or more
people for a week. As for food for
the Natives during Conference, the
main article of diet was as usual,
corn meal poridge- Some meat was
provided to give variety, as was
also peanut butter and the native
men took turns in cooking so that
none of them were kept from attending nearly all of the services.
The Natives, having been asked to
bring some of their own food,
brought with them meal, corn
kaffir corn and several goats. This
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did not obey then, later yielded to
the Spirit's voice and obtained
peace.
f.. 7-Jim
How varied the desires of the
seekers were can hardly be realized b
y o n e not present. And as
varied as their desires were the
tales of sin
and tempation poured
into t h e e a r s of
the personal workers
* n private conversation. Sever
al instances may be typical,
One member, a teacher, was
praying for grace to withstand the
intreaties of his parents to leave
teaching and come home to their
kraal, for they wanted him near
to them; and for some time love
for his parents and love to his God
contended for the mastery. He
decided to continue teaching- The
face of another who was praying

quietly, was lit with a light which
Each day began with prayers was beautiful to see- Another confor all in the cnurch. Short ad- fesser to having killed a neighdresses were given by native bor's cow years ago when he was
teachers, and more time than usual still a herd boy, at the instighation
was spent in prayer. To begin °f his father, and- now his con
the day with God is often the se science was troubling him about it.
cret of power; it has often in it so happened that the wronged
fluenced the color and spirit of the neighbor was present in the inwhole day, transforming into a joy <*uiry room at the very time the
what would otherwise have been confession was being made (his
an irksome duty,
presence may have inspired it)
After prayers, breakfast was who when he was called said he
had Known
known nothing
,., vT ,.
, nad
notnm of the loss, and
served by tne Native cooks, who ,-, , nrH , , ,
, ,,
. . • - • - ,
j,
added, God bless you my brother,
not infrequently were roundly ac. ' . ,.„
1 j*
j_ . • •
i £ it is an right.
cused for not giving some party of
guests enough porridge, or perhaps
i t cannot be told of all who
some one got no meat, and several sought the infilling of the Holy
times the discussions became quite Spirit' or of those who surrendered
loud, but consisted of more bluster their fives to Him, but at the
than anything else. Grumbling is a last quite a company of young men
part of a Native's life. His manner and women gave themselves for
and looks may bespeak the utmost- the Lord's work among their own
despair or vexation but if you people.
nijilb
come to know him, it may be he is
A large share of these results
only trying to see how much he was due to the afternoon and evencan wheedle out of his missionary m g services. After midday lunch,
or friend.
Bro- Taylor addressed the people
Preaching services, conducted on the Coming of the Lord. As
by Bro. Frey, began at 11:00 A. M- among white Christians, this subA special effort was made to lead ject is of intense interest especially
the people into the deeper life of to those who have some underthe Spirit, of consecration and standing of the Lord, and the
heart purity. The Word of the Lord truths as presented by the speaker,
prevailed and many bo*h of men and illustrated by a blackboard
and women, seemed to take the chart, showed many as nothing
way, but some held back. Some else could the importance of being

J A N U A R Y 26. 19-20ready to meet t h e Lord in t h e air,
and the awful consequences of being left behind. If some one in the
homeland would feel to bear the
expense of issuing an illustrated
pamphlet on this subject in the
Native language, for- distribution
among our people, he would not regret his good deed when he saw its
fruits in Eternity.
Evening worship was conducted
by Bishop Steigerwald. Helpful addresses were given by several native teachers and White Workers.
So ended t h e full days, one by
one, till the last Lord's Day on
which the services were arranged
to admit of the Love feast occasion. About three hundred men
and women took part in the ordinances of feet washing and the
Lord's table.
The next morning (Monday) the
crowd began to break up. Teachers with their bands moved away
in all directions, going back to their
battlefields, filled, we trust, with
new courage and new inspiration
to fight the good fight of faith,
and show out to sin darkened
h e a r t s about them the realities of
a dying Savior's love. Cor.
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Bro. Krikorian then took his subject the New Born near East and gave
some thrilling experiences of the
Armenian people and the suffering
they were compelled by the Turks to
bear if they would not renounce their
Lord Jesus Christ. But praise God for
His grace that is sufficient for martyrdom.
The amount of missionary collection

and pledges is not exactly known but
between three and four hundred dollars.
May the lord abundantly bless our
Brethren and let us have our hearts
open to the Lord so we may be ready
to do any thing He may ask.
Martha L. Betz, Cor.
Malnalleld, O. R. D. 2.

OLD AND NEW CHURCH AT MTSHABEZI SO. AFRICA

It w a s at This Mission w h e r e t h e So. Africa Conference w a s h e l d .

THE HIGHEST TYPE OF LIFE.

To talk with God before I talk with
man. To do my daily work with sunREPORT OF MISSIONARY MEETING shine on my face and honey on my
tongue. To be strong in the presence
ASHLAND and RICHLAND DIST., 0 of temptation; alert in the presence
Dear readers of the Visitor:—
of opportunity open-eared to the
The Armenian Brethren M. P. Kri- call of conscience for service or sacrikorian and his cousin Varton S. Bilezi- fice open-minded to views of truth
which differ from mine.
kian out on their Missionary campaign
To make duty a joy and joy a duty
were with us on Nov. 29, and 30, 1919. To work and not worry; to be enerThis great need should interest getic and not fussy. To" be true to myevery one of Gods children and the self, and false to no man; diligent to
outside world that see the need. It make a living, and earnest to make a
Certianly is wonderful when we can life. To cherish friendship and guard
confidence. To be loyal to principle at
hear real truths.
the cost of popularity. To make no
On Saturday evening Nov. 29 there promises I cannot keep, and to keep no
was no meeting as the weather would foolish promises. To be faithful to
not permit Sun. Nov. 30, it was real every honest obligation.
To be sweet-tempered under critinice and we had, morning and evencism, charitable in my judgments, dising service.
criminating in my adjectives. To
Sunday morning he spoke on Rom. honor no one simply because he is
1:14 I am debtor, which surely should rich; to despise no one simply because
bring us all to see our responsibility he is poor. To be respectful, not
toward God. Sunday evening Bro. cringing to the great; sympathic
Varton S. Bilezikian spoke in native w ^ t n e sorrowing; gentle to the
language and Bro. Krikorian translat- w e a k ; h e l P f u l to the fallen; courteous
ed it. He gave a sketch of his life in *° A " : T ° } e s i m p l e *•* m y t a s t e * '
in m y
Armenia
' p i i r e i n m y sPeech5
temperate in my pastimes,

To companion with great books,
cherish inspiring thoughts, and to
keep my body on friendly terms with
water and fresh air. To fear nothing
but sin; hate nothing but hypocrisy
envy nothing, but a clean life; covet
nothing but character. And at last to
leave the world a little better for mj
stay: to face without a tremor,
with faith in Christ, who tunneled the
grave that I might walk into the
larger and perfect life.—Unidentified.
• »»
GROWING A SOUL.
After all, the biggest business a
Christian has on hand is growing in
soul. In the modern age for efficiency
this must not be overlooked. Plans
are something, but the spirit is more.
A prominent lawyer said to us the
other day, "When I go to church I
desire to hear a spiritual message. We
have enough of the grind of plan and
method in our daily work._ Let the
preacher speak of spiritual essences."
That lawyer had, out of experience,
visioned the real of the pulpit.
The preacher must help his hearers to
grow in their souls, and he does so, as
Paul says, by "speaking truth in love"
that they "may grow up in all things
into Him who is the head, even
Christ."—Selected,
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1920—SCRIPTURE—1920
TEXT CALENDAR

JANUARY 26, 1920.
"HEBE AM I SEND ME"

We are wondering how many will respond to the
call we issue here with the same alacrity as did the
prophet Isaiah, when Jehovah needed a messenger.
We feel we must secure at least 1,000 additional
subscribers in the next two months and we want
you to help.
The only motive we have in thus increasing the
present list of subscribers is the glory of God. Many
write us of the spiritual help and blessing the
Evangelical Visitor is to them. We are anxious to
extend its field of usefulnessWe have the following premiums to offer for
New Subscribers to the paper.
Premium Offer No. 1.
For One New Subscriber and $1:50. A Beautiful
Scripture Text Calendar for 1920. or "God's Thot of
Man in Creation and Test."

Eajiumn

Sime of Culendnr »1 x 1 6 ] i n c h e s

' T H E Scripture Text Calendar for 1920 is the very
* best that we have ever seen it heing printed in
four colors—both on t h e cover and inside.
The cover design is the beautiful modern Madonna and
child, artistically reproduced, with the Wise Men below
making their way toward the Star.
The twelve four colored illustrations, one on each
page—furnish you a most beautiful collection of Bible Art
T_Tif
picturei.
Ff
The International Sunday School Title and golden text
are shown. Then on the back of the Scripture Calendar is
Ropp's 200 year calendar, showing what day of the week
you were born, also the Easter Sundays for ninety years.
This calendar has proven a wonderful seller through
Sunday Schools Missionary Societies and other r'ligious
organizations.
Agents wanted in every community a splendid opportunity to spread the gospel and earn missionary money.
Prices—One to One Hundred
Single Copies
$ .30
25 Copies
5 Copies
1.25
50 Copies
12 Copies
2.75 100 Copies

$ 5.25
10.00
17.00

Premium Offer No. 2For Two New Subscribers and $3=00, "Pleasure
and Profit in Bible Study" or "Five Hunred Bible
Studies,"
Premium Offer No 3.
For Three New Subscribers and $4:50 'Teachers'
Training" Or Text Calendar and any one of the
books- mentioned in offers No. 1 and 2.
Premium Offer No. 4.
For Five New Subscribers and $7:50, "South and
South Central African " Or" "The New Topical
Text Book" Or Heavenly Life and Types of the Holy
Spirit-"
Premium Offer No. 5.
For ten New Subscriber's and $5.00; Crudens'
complete Concordance" or A beautiful Holman, selfpronouncing Bible.
Be careful to write plainly give, full
address of every subscriber, and send money to
EVANGELICAL VISITOR NAPPANEE IND.,
(Canadian currency not accepted.)

H V A K G B t l C A l VISITOR
Nappaaee, Ind.

*

*

*

*

CALENDARS.
With open Bible on each page and a beautiful picture of Christ on the front page.
Single copies, $ .25.
In lots of 5 or more prices same as above.
All Calendars 25 cts. with subscription renewals.
EVANGELICAL VISITOR
Nappanee, Ind.

TEACHERS TRAINING.
This splendid booklet should be put in the hands
of all our Sunay School teachers at onceThe book is sold on a very close margin and orders
from Canada should contain orders for two or more
copies. If one is ordered add five cents for postage.
10 or more $ .30. Single Copies $ .35If you live in the State of Penna, you can secure
a copy and save postage by addressing the Grantham
Bible School, Grantham, Pa.,
If you live elsewhere send your order direct to the
Evangelical Visitor Nappanee, Ind.,

